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Bayesian Inference for Improved Single Molecule Fluorescence Tracking 

Ji Won ~ o o n , * ~  Andreas ~ r u c k b a u e r , ~  William J. Fitzgerald,* and David ~ l e n e r m a n ~  
*Department of Engineering and t~epartment of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom ' 

ABSTRACT Single molecule trackinq is widely used to monitor the change in position of lipids and proteins in living cells. In many 
experiments in which molecules are tagged with asingle or small number of fluorophores, the signallnoise ratio may be limiting, the 
number of molecules is not known, and fluorophore blinking and photobleaching can occur. All these factors make accurate 
tracking over long trajectories difficult a s still a pressing need to develop better algorithms to extract the maximum 
information fr-nce of fluorescence images. We desc p ~ h ,  based on a tpans-- 
c&mensional sequential Monte-Caclo-methad-th.at utilize2 both th tin the image sequences. 
We show, using model data, where the real trajectory of the molecule is known, that our method allows accurate tracking of 
molecules over long trajectories even with low signallnoise ratio and in the presence of fluorescence blinking and photobleaching. 
The method is then applied to real experimental data. 

INTRODUCTION 

Using fluorescence microscopy with single-molecule sensi- 
tivity, it is now possible to follow to movement of individual 
fluorophore tagged molecules such as proteins and lipids in 
the cell membrane with nanometer precision (1-3). Using 
single molecule tracking, diffusion or directed motion of 
molecules on the cell can be investigated to elucidate the 
structure of the cell membrane. To date, most methods have 
been based on nonlinear least-square fitting of the fluores- 
cence images to Gaussian functions and while automated 
tracking algorithms exist, quite often manual input is nec- 
essary (43). The number of molecules has to be known and 
most software cannot handle the appearance of additional 
objects during tracking. This frequently happens when the 
density of molecules is high at the beginning of the image 
sequence so that they are initially so close together that they 
cannot be resolved separately and later move apart (6). An- 
other problem is that due to low signaljnoise ratio, some 
molecules cannot be detected in individual frames so that 
longer tracks are split into shorter sections. Long trajectories 
are usually needed to get good statistics for diffusion analysis 
whereas the typical observation time of the fluorophore, be- 
fore irreversible photobleaching occurs, sets a limit to the 
length of trajectories. Furthermore deterministic methods, 
where no randomness is assumed, detect spots with regional 
maxima (7). They usually require us to set a threshold and the 
detection is very sensitive to this threshold setting. For ex- 
perimental data, the correct threshold is usually not known. 
To be computationally efficient, a well-known deterministic 
method selects the threshold at the upper 30th percentile of 
brightness for the entire image (8). However, the threshold- 
based method may fail to detect real spots which are less 
bright than the threshold. Also, most algorithms for single 
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molecule tracking focus only on fitting of spatial information 
(9-1 1). Since we are processing a set of sequential images, 
we have used both temporal and spatial information. Spe- 
cifically we have used a Bayesian-based approach, which 
uses prior information in time and space about the molecule 
trajectory and does not require a strict threshold. 

The tracking of single dye-conjugated molecules is a 
multitarget tracking problem with each target a fluorescent 
signal. We have developed a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) 
algorithm which considers spatial and temporal information 
of the molecular motion since this gives longer and more 
accurate tracks. The SMC algorithm can also track several 
molecules simultaneously. However, the number of mole- 
cules is not known, a priori, since the number of targets may 
be different in each frame. To cope with the unknown number 
of targets, we have used trans-dimensional SMC where the 
number of dimensions can change with time. We also require 
parameter association for this trans-dimensional SMC method 
to identify the correct molecules in each frame. In this article, 
we solve the parameter association problem by clustering 
parameters using expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. 
Each target for tracking via our SMC method is represented 
by a Gaussian profile with unknown center coordinate, am- 
plitude, and width (12-14). The proposed algorithm based on 
the track-before-detection (TBD) scheme uses original data 
(15,16). Therefore, we can avoid the information loss which 
may happen in the threshold-based detection algorithm (8,17). 
In case of low signallnoise ratio (SNR), our modified SMC 
algorithm with TBD scheme may detect weak signals. 

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. The 
Theory section gives the philosophy of the Bayesian inference 
as used in this article. The Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) 
section introduces the Bayesian sequential estimation frame- 
work, which leads to a particular trans-dimensional SMC ap- 
proach. The Fluorescence Image section discusses the 
modeling assumptions such as prior information for the single 
molecule fluorescence images. The main algorithms for the 
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ABSTRACT Transcriptional autorepression has been thought to be one of the simplest control circuits to attenuate fluctuations in 
gene expression. Here, we explored the effect of autorepression on fluctuations from different noise sources. We theoretically 
represent the fluctuations in the copy number of proteins as  the sum of several terms, each of which is related to a specific noise 
source and expressed as the product of the source-specific fluctuations under no autorepression (path gain) and the effect 
of autorepression on them (loop gain). Inspection of each term demonstrates the source-independent noise-attenuating effect 
of autorepression as well as its source-dependent efficiency. Our experiments using a synthetic autorepression module revealed 
that autorepression attenuates fluctuations of various noise compositions. These findings indicate that the noise-attenuating effect 
of autorepression is robust against variation in noise compositions. We also experimentally estimated the loop gain for mRNA 
noise, demonstrating that loop gains are measurable parameters. Decomposition of fluctuations followed by experimental 
estimation of path and loop gains would help us to understand the noise-related feature of design principles underlying loop- 
containing biological networks. 

INTRODUCTION 

Biochemical reactions are inherently stochastic. Low abun- 
dance of some key cellular components, including DNA, 
rnRNA, and some regulatory proteins, makes such the sto- 
chastic nature of biochemical reactions prominent, leading to 
large concentration fluctuations of reaction products (1-7). 
Because cellular functions must be executed through bio- 
chemical networks whose components are potentially noisy, 
cells must have evolved network architectures for efficient 
attenuation or utilization of noise (8-10). 

Progression of biochemical reactions is under elaborate 
control by cellular machineries that by themselves result from 
biochemical reactions. Production of cellular components 
therefore involves a number of biochemical reactions, and 
consequently, a number of potential noise sources. Hence, 
fluctuations in the copy number of cellular components would 
originate from various noise sources, and the composition of 
fluctuations would be different from one cellular component 
to another. A recent study showed that both global and spe- 
cific noise sources contribute to total fluctuations (11). Be- 
cause such difference in a noise composition should influence 
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the efficiency of noise attenuation by a specific control ar- 
chitecture, noise composition is a crucial factor for the cellular 
design of noise-control networks. 

Noise compositions have been extensivelv studied for, 
open-loop gene circuits both-erimentally 
(2,3,12,13). Because intracellular networks contain many 
loop structures, it is challenging to explore contributions 
from individual noise sources in loop-containing networks. 
In this study, we focused on a transcriptional autorepression 
circuit as the simplest loop-containing cellular circuit. 

Transcriptional autorepression accounts for -90% of 
transcriptional feedback loops in Escherichia coli (14). De- 
spite its simplicity, the autorepression circuit is composed of 
several reactions, and thus involves several potential noise 
sources. The effect of autorepression on total fluctuations has 
been extensively studied both experimentally (15,16) and 
theoretically (12,17,18). There have been few studies, how- 
ever, on the effect of autorepression in terms of noise com- 
position. For instance, the previous experiments measured 
fluctuations in gene expression on plasmids where fluctua- 
tions in plasmid copy numbers would be dominant (15,16, 
19). It is therefore still uncertain whether autorepression 
could act in the same manner on fluctuations of a different 
noise composition, such as those in c&romosomal gene 
expression. It is also of physiological interest to examine 
how autorepression affects fluctuations in chromosomal 
gene expression in the light of its frequent appearance in E. 
coli. 

For theory, Simpson and his colleagues reported a formal 
expression in a frequency domain for the effect of auto- 
repression on fluctuations derived from any noise source 
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ABSTRACT The robust surface adherence property of the aquatic bacterium Caulobacter-creseenttts permits visualization of 
single cells in a linear microfluidic culture chamber over an extended number of generations. The division rate of Caulobacterin 
this continuous-flow culture environment is substantially faster than in other culture apparati and is independent of flow velocity. 
Analysis of the growth and division of single isogenic cells reveals that the cell cycle control network of this bacterium generates 
an oscillatory output with a coefficient of variation lower than that of all other bacterial species measured to date. DivJ, a 
regulator of polar cell development, is necessary for maintaining low variance in interdivision timing, as  transposon disruption of 
divJsignificantly increases the coefficient of variation of both interdivision time and the rate of cell elongation. M , o ~ -  
divisionfirne and cell division arrest are significantly correlated between mother and daughter cells, providing evidence for 
epigenetic inheritance of cell division behavior in Caulobacter. The single-cell growthldivision results re'ported here suggest that 
future predictive models of Caulobactercell cycle regulation should include parameters describing the variance and inheritance 
properties of this system. 

INTRODUCTION 

Studies of single microbial cells have revealed remarkable 
variability in the level of individual gene expression, rate of 
cell growth, and timing of cell division (1-3). Microfluidic 
devices have recently emerged as tools for studying dynamic 
processes at the single-cell level (4 .4 ,  with a number of 
studies reporting the use of microfluidics in quantifying 
single-cell growth and division (7-9). Such studies of single- 
cell behavior have been extremely valuable, yielding insights 
into phenomena that are not revealed in population-wide 
measurements (10-14). Although experiments that image 
single cells over short timescales on either agarosefgelatin 
pads or in microfluidic devices have become relatively rou- 
tine, long-term and multigenerational studies of single cells 
have been complicated by problems with perturbative cell 
immobilization protocols or by rapid accumulation of cells 
on the pad or inside the microfluidic device. 

The freshwater a-proteobacterium Caulobacter cres- 
centus (15) (henceforth referred to as Caulobacter) naturally 
allows for experiments that do not suffer from the afore- 
mentioned problems and is thus an ideal model to probe 
single-cell behavior across multiple generations (16). 
Caulobacter exists in two unique states during its cell cycle: a 
"swarmer" (SW) state, in which the cell possesses polar type 
IV pili and a single polar flagellum, and a nonmotile 
"stalked" (ST) state (Fig. 1). Differentiation from SW to ST 
occurs just before the initiation of DNA replication, at which 
time the flagellum is released, the pili are retracted, and a 
narrow cylindrical extension of the cell envelope known as 

the stalk is grown in their place. At the tip of the stalk is a 
structure known as the holdfast, which contains an excep- 
tionally strong polysaccharide adhesive (17,18). Toward the 
end of the ST stage, a new flagellar assembly and pili are 
constructed at the pole opposite the stalk, and on division, a 
new motile, chemotactic SW cell is spawned. The SW cell 
then progresses through the full cell cycle, whereas the ad- 
hesive ST cell commences another round of DNA replication 
and division. 

The natural adhesive properties of Caulobacter allowed us 
to conduct a multigenerational single-cell study of growth 
and division in a linear microfluidic culture chamber under 
temporally homogeneous and minimally perturbative con- 
ditions. We show that division of Caulobacter ST cells under 
constant medium flow is rapid and tightly regulated (i.e., 
exhibits low variance) relative to other bacterial species. 
Disruption of the gene encoding the DivJ histidine kinase, a 
core regulator of polar cell development (19,20), signifi- 
cantly increases variance in interdivision timing relative to 
the mean interdivision time. In addition, we show that factors 
controlling generational timing and division arrest are in- 
herited from mother ST cells to daughter SW cells epige- 
netically, resulting in correlated cell division behavior 
between mother and daughter cells in the same generational 
window. This intragenerational correlation suggests that the 
network controlling Caulobacter cell division has de- 
terminsitic properties in which the current state of a cell in- 
fluences future divisions. 
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Curing of the [UREB] prion by BtnZp, a Batten 
disease-related protein 
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Bethesda, MD, USA (Kushnirov et al, 2000). Hspl04, in cooperation with Hsp70s 

[URE3] is a prion (infectious protein), a self-propagating 
amyloid form of Ure2p, a regulator of yeast nitrogen 
catabolism. We find that overproduction of BtnZp, or its 
homologue Ypr158 (Curlp), cures [URE3]. Btn2p is re- 
ported to be associated with late endosomes and to affect 
sorting of several proteins. We find that double deletion of 
BTN2 and CURl stabilizes [URE3] against curing by sev- 
eral agents, produces a remarkable increase in the propo- 
rtion of strong [LIRE31 variants arising de novo and an 
increase in the number of [URE3] prion seeds. Thus, 
normal levels of Btn2p and Curlp affect prion generation 
and propagation. Btn2p-green fl~orescent~protein (GFP) 
fusion proteins appear as a single dot located close to the 
nucleus and the vacuole. During the curing process, those 
cells having both Ure2p-GFP aggregates and Btn2p-RFP 
dots display striking colocalization. Btn2p curing requires 
cell division, and our results suggest that Btn2p is part of a 
system, reminiscent of the mammalian aggresome, that 
collects aggregates preventing their efficient distribution 
to progeny cells. 
The EMBO Journal (2008) 27,2725-2735. doi:10.1038/ 
emboj.2008.198; Published online 2 October 2008 
Subject Categories: membranes & transport; proteins 
Keywords: amyloid; Hook homologue; Ypr158p 

Introduction 
The infectious proteins (prions) of yeast, [URE3] and [PSI'], 
are self-propagating amyloid forms of Ure2p and Sup35p, 
respectively (Wickner, 1994; King and Diaz-Avalos, 2004; 
 ana aka et al, 2004; Brachmann et-al, 2005). Both amyloids 
are parallel in-register P-sheet structures (Shewmaker et al, 
2006; Baxa et al, 2007). 

The generation and propagation of these amyloids are 
critically affected by'many chaperones and their'akiliarl 
factors. The disaggregating chaperone Hspl04 is necessary 
for both prions, and its overproduction leads to the loss of 
[PSI".] (Chernoff et al, 1995; Moriyama et al, 2000). The 
soluble cytoplasmic Hsp70s (Ssa proteins) affect the propaga- 
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and Hsp40s disaggregate proteins (Glover and Lindquist, 
1998), and these chaperones apparently function together to 
break long amyloid filaments into shorter ones, thereby 
creating new 'seeds' to propagate the prions (Kushnirov and 
Ter-Avanesyan,, 1998). Among other chaperones affecting 
[PSI'] propagation are the ribosome-associated Hsp70s, 
called Ssb's (Chernoff et al, 1999); several co-chaperones of 
Hsp70s, such as Stilp and Cpr7p (Jones et al, 2004) and the 
nucleotide exchange factors for Hsp70s, Feslp and Sselp 
(Jones et al, 2004; Fan et al, 2007; Kryndushkin and 
Wickner, 2007). The effects of many of these factors on 
Hsp70s, and mutations of Hsp70s, indicate that the stabiliza- 
tion of the ATP-bound form of Ssalp promotes [PSI+] propa- 
gation, whereas the ADP-bound form destabilizes [PSI+] 
(Jones et al, 2004). For [URE3], the alteration of Ssal activity 
in either diiection can damage prion propagation 
(Kryndushkin and Wickner, 2007), suggesting that the normal 
level of Hsp70, activity is required for [URE3]. 

Other factors affecting prion propagation in yeast include 
cytoskeletal proteins (Ganusova et al, 2006) and elements of 
the ubiquitin system (Allen et al, 2007). In addition, [PSIf], 
and to a lesser extent [URE3], prion generation is promoted 
by another prion called [PINf ] (for psi,&ducibility), which is 
an amyloid of the Rnql protein (Derkatch et al, 2001; Bradley 
et al, 2002). 

Here, we identify Btn2p and it; homologue, Ypr158p 
(Curlp) as proteins able to destabilize [URE3]. We find that 
Btn2p curing ,of [URE3] involves colocalization of Ure2p 
prion aggregates and the Btn2 protein. Moreover, normal 
levels of Btn2p and Curlp lower [URE3] prion seeds and 
affect the spectrum of prion variants arising. 

Results i. 

Identification of Btn2p and Yprl58p (Curlp) as factors 
that can destabilize [LIRE31 
We recently described a genomic screen for prion-eliminating 
factors (Kryndushkin and Wickner, 2007). Strain BY241, 
bearing ADEZ under control of the DALS promoter 
(Brachmann et al, 20051, was used to monitor the activity 
of Ure2p. Prion inactivation of Ure2p allows ADEZ transcrip- 
tion, resulting in pink or white colonies according to the level 
of transcription, whereas active Ure2p makes such a strain 
Ade- and red on adenine-limiting medium. Utilizing this 
system, we showed that overproducing the chaperones Ydjlp 
and Sselp could cure [URE3] (Kryndushkin and Wickner, 
2007). Here, we show that overproduced Btn2p and Ypr158p 
(which we name Curlp for 'Curing of [BE3]') are also prion- 
curing factors. Overexpression of either BTN2 or CURl in the 
strain BY241 [URE3] v l  (a mitotically stable [URE3] prion 
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Genetic Basis of Evolutionary Adaptation by Escherichia 
coli to Stressful Cycles of Freezing, Thawing and Growth 
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Microbial evolution experiments offer a powerful approach for coupling changes in complex 
phenotypes, including fitness and its components, with specific mutations. Here we investigate 
mutations substituted in 15 lines of Escherichia colithat evolved for 1000 generations under 
freeze-thaw-growth (FTG) conditions. To investigate the genetic basis of their improvements, we 
screened many of the lines for mutations involving insertion sequence (IS) elements and identified two 
genes where multiple lines had similar mutations. Three lines had IS150 insertions in CIS, which 
encodes cardiolipin synthase, and 8 lines had IS150 insertions in the uspA-uspB intergenic region, 
encoding two universal stress proteins. Another line had an 1 I-bp deletion mutation in the cis gene. 
Strain reconstructions and competitions demonstrated that this deletion is beneficial under the FTG 
regime in its evolved genetic background. Further experiments showed that this CIS mutation helps 
maintain membrane fluidity after freezing and thawing and improves freeze-thaw (FT) survival. 
Reconstruction of isogenic strains also showed that the IS150 insertions in uspA/B are beneficial 
under the FTG regime. The evolved insertions reduce uspB transcription and increase both FT 
survival and recovery, but the physiological mechanism for this fitness improvement remains 
unknown. 
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Abstract: Crystalline Si(l1 I) surfaces have been alkylated in a two-step chlorination/alkylation process 
using various organic molecules having similar backbones but differing in their C-C bond closest to the 
silicon surface (i.e., C-C vs C=C vs C=C bonds). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) data show 
that functionalization of silicon surfaces with propenyl magnesium bromide (CH3-CH=CH-MgBr) organic 
molecules gives nearly full coverage of the silicon atop sites, as on methyl- and propynyl-terminated silicon 
surfaces. Propenyl-terminated silicon surface shows less surface oxidation and is more robust against 
solvent attacks when compared to methyl- and propynyl-terminated silicon surfaces. We also show a 
secondary functionalization process of propenyl-terminated silicon surface with 4'-13-Trifluoromethyl-3H- 
diazirin-3-yl]-benzoic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester [TDBA-OSu] cross-linker. The Si-CH=CH-CH3 
surfaces thus offer a means of attaching a variety of chemical moieties to a silicon surface through a short 
linking group, enabling applications in molecular electronics, energy conversion, catalysis, and sensing. 

1. Introduction 

Densely packed organic layers bonded covalently to crystal- 
line silicon (Si) surfaces without an interfacial silicon oxide 
(Si02) layer have received an increasing interest, mainly because 
of their variety of applications in micro- and nanoelectronicsl-8 
as well as in (bio)chemical sensors?-'6 Attachment of organic 
species on 'a Si substrate without intervening oxide could 
significantly reduce the density of trap states on Si  surface^.'^-^^ 
Fuahennore, it might potentially prevent diffusion of oxygen 
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Studying the Brownian motion of a system driven by an external control from one n~acroscopic state 
to another n~acroscopic state, this paper presents the derivation of a nonlinear fluctuation-dissipation - -  - 
theorem (FDT).   he new FDT relates the nonesuilibrium work to .the equilibrium free-energy 
difference in a ve r. It is valid wherever the Brownian dynamics is applicable. It 
r e c m f l u c t u a t i o n  theorem (CFT) W i l i b r i u n ~  regime 
where the dissipative wor E-7mr-e 1s shown that the CFT's fundamental' 
assumption of microscopic reversibility is not obeyed in experiments such as mechanical1.y 
unfolding biological molecules, in which the external driving forces depend on the systenl's 
coordinates. O 2008 Anzericarz Zrl.stitule of Plzysics. [DOI: SO. 106311. .2992153] 

 he bridge from the nonequilibriuin work to the equilib- ( (  = 0 (ti(l)[j(t')) = 2i?1,iykBT6ij6(t - 2'). (2) 
rium free-energy difference has been a subject of much in- 
terest in recent years. Such a bridge is necessary to relate the 
expe~iinental data of forces and displaceme~lts to the intrinsi^c 
propelties of the system in the unfolding studies of proteins 
and nucleic acids.' It also serves as an effective and efficient 
method in the computations of free energy."n the current 
literature, Jarzynski equality" (E) and the undergirding 
Crooks fluctuation theorem4 (CFT) are taken as the bridge 
while questions have been raised-' about their applicability 
and range of validity. The self-consistency check of the CFT 
has suggested" that the CFT and JE are valid only in t h e  
qu~asie ' ' ' e r e ~ i ~ x  In this paper, I 

w e w  fluctuation-dissipation 
theorem (FDT) without invoking any assumption beyond the 
Brownian dynamics. I will also show that the assumption of 
microscopic reversibility, on which the CFT is based, is 'gen- 
erally invalid outside the quasiequilibrium regime. This will 

Here kB is the Boltzmann constant. T is the absolute tempera- 
ture. 6ij is the Kronecker delta and 6(t-t') is the Dirac delta 
function. Fi is the external force component acting on the ith 
degree of freedom. The external force drives the system from 
state A at time t=O to state B at time t=r .  For example, in a 
rnechanical unfolding experime~it, the two terminus atoms 
are subject to the external forces that are functions of the 
atomic coordinates and time. In general, Fi=Fi(x,t), where 
x={xi) is the collection of the atomic coordinates. 

C- Now, we divide the time interval [O,T] into N equal 
slices of width dt=rlN. In this, we have t,,=izdt with lz 

=O,1, . . . ,N. For clarity, we onut the index for the degree of 
freedom and denote x,, Axi(t,,), dV,, A dV(x(t,,)) 1 dxi, and 
~ , , ~ ~ , ( ~ ( t , , ) , t , , ) .  Then the discrete form of the Langevin 
equation (1) is 

establish that the CFT and JE are applicable only within the 
quasiequilibrium regime where the dissipative worlc is nearly 
zero. However, the new FDT is valid wherever the Brownian 171 y(x,,+, -x,,) + rlV,,clt - F,,dl = dl'((l1). 

r 1: (3) dynanics is applicable. 
Let us start with the Langevin equation for the Brownian 

dynamics as follows:" Noting the statistical characteristics of the stochastic term on 
the right hand side of Eq. (3), we have the transition prob- 
ability between state x,, at time t,, and state x,,+~ at time f,,+l, 

(lx, d 
miyA + -V= Fi + ti. (11 nanlely, the probability for the systein to be in state x,,+l at 

dt dxi time t,,+l given that it is in state x,, at time t,, as follows: 

Here 171, and xi are the atomic mass and coordinate of the ith P (x I I ,~ I~~xI~+I ,  ~I ,+I)  
degree of freedom, respectively, y is the damping (frictional) 

2 ( (111 y(,~,,+~ - xI1) + dV,,dt - ~ , , d t ) ~  constant. V is the potential energy of the system that is a - 
function of all coordinates. tl is the stochastic force acting on aex1, - 4112 ykBTdf 

) (4) 

the it11 degree of freedom. It is assumed to be Gaussian with 
the following characte~<stics: Here the nornlalization factor f i=(2kB~dtti?l  y)"2, which is 

independent of the system's coordinates. Note that the Ito 
")~leclronic mail: lychenButsa.edu. scheme is adopted in this paper for the discrete form of the 
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In robust biological systems, wide deviations from highly controlled normal behavior may be rare, 
yet they may result in catastrophic co~nplications. While bz silico analysis has gained an appreciation 
as a tool to offer insights into system-level properties of biological systems, analysis of such rare 
events provides a particularly challenging computational problem. This paper proposes an efficient 
stochastic simulation niethod to analyze rare events in biochemical systems. O~lr  new approach can 
substantially increase the frequency of the rare events of interest by appropriately nianipulating the 
underlying probability measure of the system, allowing high-precision results to be obtained with 
substantially fewer simulation runs than the conventional direct Monte Carlo simulation. Here, we 
show the algorithm of our new approach, and we apply it to the analysis of rare deviant transitions 
of two systems, resulting in several orders of magnitude speedup in generating high-precision 
estimates compared with the conventional Monte Car10 simulation. 0 2008 Anlerican h7stitute of 
Physics. [DOI: 10.1 06311.298770 11 

I. INTRODUCTION 

While rare events are, by definition, ones that occur with 
extremely small probability, they can have significant influ- 
ences and profound consequences in many systems.' This is 
particularly true in biochemical and physiological systems in 
that, while the occurrence of biochemical events that leads to 
some abnormal states may be rare, it can have devastating 
effects. For example, it has been shown that rare epigenetic 
nlodifications play crucial roles in the developlnent of cancer 
cells by, among other things, inactivating tumor-suppressing 

The failed recognition of such dangerous cells by 
the immune system and the inability to induce apoptosis as a 
self-defense mechanism are another infrequent yet devastat- 
ing event, potentially leading to growth and spread of 
tun~ors .~  Thus, better understanding of the underlying bio- 
chemistry of such rare events is crucial, for example, to ad- 
vancement of our knowledge on the development and physi- 
ology of diseases. Since computational methods come with 
virtually unlimited controllabilities and observabilities of 
biochemical systems, irz silico analysis may provide a tool to 
shed some light on the nlechanisn~s of physiologically rel- 
evant events that are rare yet catastrophic. 
' The most exact way to analyze a quantitative model of a 
biochemical system is moleczdar dyizarnics, where move- 
ments of every lnolecule are tra~ked.~.+he system'state of 
molecular dynamics consists of the positions and the veloci- 
ties of every molecule where the dy~lalnics is described by 
capturing every movement and every collision of niolecules. 
While this approach can desciibe the time evolution as well 
as the spatial distribution of each n~olecule, acquiring such 
detailed knowledge and performing such conlputationally 

n)~leclronic mail: kuwahara@cosbi.eu. 
h)~lectronic mail: mura@cosbi.eu. 

expensive simulations may not be feasible. A more practical 
mathematical modeling formalism that can quantitatively 
capture rare dynamics based on deviant effects in biocherni- 
cal systems is stochastic clzei~zical kinetics (scK).' SCK de- 
scribes the time evolution of the molecular populations in a 
system through discrete and randoin reaction events by mak- 
ing the well-stirred (or spatial homogeneous) assumption. 
This assumption abstracts away the spatial property to 
greatly silnplify the complexity of the system state descrip- 
tion. While this sinlplification adds uncertainty in the dynam- 
ics of the system, SCK can correctly capture the temporaI 
behavior of a well-stirred system in a probabilistic manner 
and the time evolu~tion of the probability distribution of the 
system state is described by the clzemical rrzaster eq~iarioiz 
(cME)."." However, directly obtaining the solution of the 
CME of any realistic system, either analytically or numeri- 
cally, is not feasible due to its intrinsic complexity. Thus, 
exact nuinerical realizations of a SCK inodel via the stocha.s- 
tic ,simulatiolz algoritlzrn (SSA) (Refs. 12 and 13) are often 
used to infer the temporal system behavior with a much 
smaller nleinory footprint. 

Unfortunately, the computational requirements of the 
SSA can be substantial due to the fact that it requires a po- 
tentially large number of simulation runs in order to estimate 
the system behavior at a reasonable degree of statistical con- 
fidence. This problem becomes f~~r ther  pronounced in the 
analysis of rare events as it necessitates generation of a sub- 
stantial number of sample trajectories. For example, the 
spontaneous, epigenetic switching rate from the lysogenic 
state to the lytic state in phage X-infected Escherichia coli14 
is expqrirnentally estimated to be in the order of per cell 
per generation.'5 Thus, the SSA would expect to generate 
sample trajectories of this rare event only once every 107 
runs, and it would require more than 10" simulation runs to 
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We present a microfluidic system for time-lapsed, live cell microscopy with the abllrty to control solution 
exchange via a dynamic flow controller. The application specific microfluidic plates are designed to 
maintain adherent and non-adherent cell types for multiple days with continuous medium perfixion 
Upstream channels with flow controlled via custom software allow the delivery of unique exposure profles 
to the cultured cells, such as square waves, step hctions, ramps, etc. 

Introduction 

The utilization of microfluidic devices for cell culture applications holds tremendous promise for the h e  of 
bio1ogy.i This approach enables the engineering of microenvironments at the cellular size scal& with 
miniaturization and automation of complex protocols.3 In order to mimic the physiological environment of 
cells in tissues, a number of groups have successfdly demonstrated the abllrty to create continuous flow 
arrays for in vitro microfluidic culture..ftrl. More recently, this capabhty was enhanced with systems 
capable of exposing ceh to changing flow environments, enabling a type of "signal-response" experiment 
not previously possib1e.g Increased use of dynamic cell culture systems may provide novel insights into 
cellular processes that were not accessible with conventional static culture methods. 

In this work, we describe the design and engineering of a robust microfluidic cell culture device with a 
straightforward interfice for dynamic medium exposure. This concept is based on the use of disposable, 
application specific microfluidic plates and a universal flow control interkce. The microfluidic plates house 
all sample solutions, media, and cells, and is formatted with a 96-well plate footprint, with 10 pipette 
accessible inletloutlet well positions. Flows through the microfluidic device are actuated via precisely 
regulated pneumatic pressure routed to each ofthe 10 well positions." The microfluidic cell culture chamber 
is based on previous work, with the key feature being a perfision barrier to control nutrient transport and 
cell  localization^ This design maintains the cultured cells in a specsed imaging region with exposure to 
continuous perfision of media solutions. A glass coverslide bottom and transparent optical path facilitate 
high rnagndication imaging on an inverted microscope. 
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The state of the transcriptome reflects a balance between mRNA production and degradation. Yet 
how these two regulatory arms interact in shaping the kinetics of the transcriptome in  response to 
environmental changes is not known. We subjected yeast to two stresses, one that induces a fast and 
transient response, and another that triggers a slow enduring response. We then used niicroarrays 
following transcriptional arrest to measure genome-wide decay profiles under each condition. We 
found condition-specific changes in mRNA decay rates and coordination between mRNA production 
and degradation. In the transient response, most induced genes were surprisingly destabilized, j 
whereas repressed genes were somewhat stabilized, exhibiting counteraction between production 
and degradation. This strategy can reconcile high steady-state level with short response time among 
induced genes. In contrast, the stress that induces the slow response displays the more expected 
behavior, whereby most induced genes are stabilized, and repressed genes are destabilized. Our 
results show genome-wide interplay between mRNA production and degradation, and that 
alternative modes of such interplay determine the kinetics of the transcriptome in response to stress. 
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Introduction 
in response to environmental stimuli, the mRNA abundance of 
a large fraction of the genome changes either by increasing or 
decreasing its levels (Gasch et al, 2000, 2001; Jelinsky et al, 
2000; Gasch and Werner-Washburne, 2002). Clearly, 
to understand the state of the transcriptome under varying 
conditions,'the role of both mRNA production and degradation 
must be examined. An increase in mRNA abundance in 
response to a stimulus may be achieved either by increasing 
the rate of transcription or by decreasing the rate of 
degradation. Likewise, a decrease in the transcript level can 
be achieved either by an increase in the rate of degradation or a 
decrease in the rate of production. More complex interplays 
between production and degradation are also possible. For 
instance, an increase in mRNA production rate might be 
accompanied by a decrease in degradation rate, leading to 
mRNA accumulation. Perhaps less intuitive is the possibility 

that an increase in transcript levels would be obtained by 
increasing both production and degradation rates, provided 
that the extent of production increase exceeds the elevation in 
the degradation rate (Box 1A). Whereas steady-state levels are 
simply determined by the ratio of production and degradation 
rates, the kinetic behavior is expected to be more complex, 
which is dependent on the actual rates, and hence different 
under the above regimens (Box 1B). 

As a result, one may expect complex regimens of interplay 
between transcription induction and repression, and stabiliza- 
tion versus destabilization of mRNAs that will result in various 
effects on response kinetics (Perez-Ortin et al, 2007). Yet 
customary transcript abundance measurements, e.g. with 
microarrays, provide only the net values and do not provide 
information regarding the relative contribution of mRNA 
production and degradation. 

Although still scarce when compared to transcription, the 
attention directed toward the control of mRNA degradation has 
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Small non-coding RNAs (sRNAs) have important functions as genetic regulators in prokaryotes. 
sRNAs act post-transcriptionally through complementary pairing with target mRNAs to regulate 
protein expression. We use a quantitative approach to compare and colitrast sRNAs with 
conventional transcription factors (TFs) to better understand the advantages of each form of 

- regulation. In particular, we calculate the steady-state behavior, noise properties, frequency- 
dependent gain (amplification), and dynamical response to large input signals of both forms of 
regulation. 3lthough the_ mean steadystate behavior of s ~ ~ ~ - r e g u l a t e d  proteins exhibitsia)  - --- 
distinctive tunable_th_re.s_hold linear behavior, our analysis shows that-transcriptional bursting .- I . - . ,  - 3-..- -- 
.leads to significantly higher intrinsic noise in3RNA-based regulation than ingF=ba@ regpla7tion.ii -4 
$ large rangeof expression levels and limits the ability of sRNAs to perform quantitative.sJgnaling. 5 
 onet the less, we find &at sRNAs are better than TFs at-filtering noise in input signals. Additional13 
b e  find that sRNAs.allcgycells to respond rapidly to large changes-i~input signals,. These features 
suggest a'niche' for sRNAs in allowing cells to transition quickly yet reliably between distinct 
states. This functional niche is consistent with the widespread appearance of sRNAs in  stress 
response and quasi-developmental networks in prokaryotes. 
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Introduction 

It is now clear that small non-coding RNAs (sRNAs) have a 
crucial function in prokaryotic gene regulation as both positive 
and negative regulators. sRNAs are involved in many 
biological functions, including quorum sensing (Fuqua et al, 
2001; Lenz et al, 2004), stress response and virulence factor 
regulation (Gottesman, 2004; Storz et al, 2004, 2005; 
Majdalani et al, 2005; Gottesman et al, 2006), and the 
regulation of outer membrane proteins (Guillier et al, 2006; 
Vogel and Papenfort, 2006). One major class of prokaryotic 

, sRNAs (antisense sRNAs) negatively regulates proteins by 
destabilizing the target protein's mRNA (Figure 1). These 
-- 100 bp antisense sRNAs prevent translation' by binding to 
the target mRNAs in a process mediated by the RNA chaperone 
Hfq (Gottesman, 2004; Lenz et al, 2004). On binding, both the 
mRNAs and sRNAs are degraded (Gottesman, 2004), suggest- 
ing that prokaryotic sRNAs-unlike their eultaryotic counter- 

0 2008 EMBO and Macmillan Publishers Limited 

parts-act stoichiometrically on their targets. Other antisense 
sRNAs positively regulate protein expression by promoting 
ribosome binding to target mRNAs, also in a stoichionletric 
nlanner (Gottesman, 2004). 

Although transcription factor (TF)-based regulation is 
ubiquitous in prokaryotic gene circuits (Ptashne and Gann, 
2001), thus far sRNAs have largely been found in circuits 
responding to strong environmental cues (e.g. extreme 
nutrient limitation). This leads to a natural question: are 
transcriptional regulation by TFs and post-transcriptional 
regulation by sRNAs distinctly well suited for different 
biological tasks? 

To address this question, we report a quantitative compar- 
ison of the signaling properties of TF- and sRNA-based gene 
regulation. In general, a signaling system can be characterized 
by how it processes different types of inputs. We therefore treat 
TF- and sRNA-based regulation as signal processing systems 
with an input signal-the average concentration of the TFs 
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Cell-free systems offer a unique platform for expanding the capabilities of natural biological systems 
for useful purposes, i.e. synthetic biology. They reduce complexity, remove structural barriers, and 
do not require the maintenance of cell viability. Cell-free systems, however, have been limited by 
their inability to co-activate multiple biochemical networks in a single integrated platform. Here, we 
report the assessment of biochemical reactions in a n  Escherichia coli cell-free platform designed to 
activate natural metabolism, the Cytomim system. We reveal that central catabolism, oxidative 
phosphorylation, and protein synthesis can be co-activated in a single reaction system. Never before 
have these complex systems been shown to be simultaneously activated without living cells. The 
Cytomim system therefore promises to provide the metabolic foundation for diverse ab initio cell- 
free synthetic biology projects. In addition, we describe an improved Cytomim system with 
enhanced protein synthesis yields (up to,l200 mg/l in 2 h) and lower costs to facilitate production of 
protein therapeutics and bidchemicals that are difficult to make in vivo because of their toxicity, 
complexity, or unusual cofactor requirements. i 
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Introduction 

Cell-free systems provide a valuable platform for under- 
standing, using, and expanding the capabilities of natural 
systems (Forster and Church, 2006, 2007; Swartz, 2006; 
Doktycz and Simpson, 2007; Meyer et al, 2007). As a 
complement to in vivo-based approaches, cell-free systems 
have the advantage of offering direct access to complex 
biological processes. New components (natural and non- 
natural) can be added or synthesized and can be maintained at 
precise ratios. The chemical environment can be controlled, 
actively monitored, and rapidly sampled. Moreover, systemic 
responses to' environmental stimuli are minimized and high 
efficiency is afforded by directing resources toward exclusive 
user-defined objectives. 

Cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) systems, based on crude 
extracts, are one of the most prominent examples of cell-free 
biology. They were used in the pioneering studies of Nirenberg and 
Matthaei (1961) and played an essential role in deciphering 

the genetic code (Nirenberg, 2004). More recently, CFPS 
has shown remarkable utility as a protein synthesis technology 
(Katzen et al, 2005; Swartz, 2006), including the production of 
patient-specific vacctne candidates (Yang et al, 2005; Kanter 
et al, 2007) and pharmaceutical proteins (Yang et al, 2005; 
Goerke and Swartz, 2008). To test and model our under- 
standing of how biology works, constructive cell-free ap- 
proaches have also been reported. Shimizu et a1 (2001) 
reconstituted all of the factors necessary for protein synthesis 
from purified components. Additionally, genetic circuits have 
been built in crude extracts (Noireaux et al, 2003) and also 
from individual-macromolecules (Kim et al, 2006). 

Despite being used for decades as a tool in fundamental and 
applied research, one major disadvantage of most cell-free 
systems is their inability to co-activate multiple complex 
biochemical networks in a single integrated platform. To 
address this challenge, we sought to create a useful'and cost- 
effective cell-free system that co-activates central metabolism, 
oxidative phosphorylation, transcription, translation, and 
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stress response signalling: unwrapping transcription 
complexes by DNA relaxation via the sigma38 C-termina 

Summary 

Escherichia coli responds to stress by a combina- 
tion of specific and general transcription signalling 
pathways. The general pathways typically require the 
master stress regulator sigma38 (rpoS). Here we 
show that the signalling from multiple stresses that 
relax DNA is  processed by a non-conserved eight- 
amino-acid tail of the sigma 38 C-terminal domain. By 
contrast, responses to two stresses that accumulate 
potassium glutamate do not rely on this short tail, but 
still require the overall C-terminal domain. In vitro 
transcription and footprinting studies suggest that 
multiple stresses can target a poised RNA poly- 
merase and activate it by unwrapping DNA from a 
nucleosome-like state, allowing the RNA polymerase 
to escape into productive mode. This transition can 
be accomplished by either the DNA relaxation or 
potassium glutamate accumulation that characterizes 
many stresses. 

Introduction 

In its natural environments Escherichia colimust deal with 
many stresses, often simuitaneously. These include the 
gastric stomach of certain hosts, the high osmotic pres- 
sure of the lower gastrointestinal tract and other saline 
environments, extreme. heat and cold, radiation chal- 
lenges and frequent nutritional limitation (Hengge-Aronis, 
2002). The bacterium has evolved specific pathways that 
produce defined sets of protective proteins tailored for 
each challenge. These pathways are mostly mediated by 
transcription factors (Giuiiodori etal., 2007). Such factors 
include macromoiecules such as activators, repressors 
and sigma factors, the latter for example for heat shock 
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(Yura etal., 2007). The cell also uses small molecules to 
directly influence RNA polymerase in response to certain 
stresses. These include ppGpp for general nutritional 
stress (Gralla, 2005), glutamate for osmotic stress (Lee 
and Gralla, 2004) and acetate for volatile fatty acid stress 
(Rosenthal etal., 2006; 2008a). The protective proteins 
produced by these various pathways include both unique 
and overlapping species (Weber etal., 2005). 

In addition, E, coli and related bacteria have a general 
stress response. This is mediated by the general stress 
regulator sigma38 (rpoS, sigmas) (Hengge-Aronis, 2002). 
Sigma38 levels are low in the rare stress-free environ- 
ment and become higher in response to most stresses 
(Hengge-Aronis, 1996). After it accumulates sigma38 
binds a fraction of the common core RNA polymerase and 
transcribes two sets of protective genes, those specific for 
the inducing stress and also for general stress-adaptive 
proteins (Weber etal., 2005). The promoters for all of 
these protective genes include DNA elements that favour 
transcription by the sigma38 holoenzyme (Lee and Gralla, 
2001; Typas etal., 2007). A number of these genes rely 
on promoter-specific DNA binding regulators, which typi- 
cally associate with upstream elements to assist in tran- 
scription in response to specific stresses (Sayed etal., 
2007). However, no individual DNA binding regulator is 
responsible for the general stress response. 

A well-studied general stress factor is the periplasmic 
protein osmY (Yim etal., 1994). Although originally 
studied in the context of osmotic stress (Ding etal., 1995), 
osmY is generally stress-induced, for example by heat 
(Muffler etal., 1997), cold (Jones et al., 2006), acetate 
(Arnold etal., 2001) and acid stresses as well as during 
entry into stationary phase (Weber etal., 2005). In the 
absence of stress the osmY gene is silent, even when 
sigma38 is present. Under such conditions the osmY pro- 
moter can be occupied by sigma38 RNA polymerase, but 
the transcription complex is not active (Rosenthal etal., 
2008b). In the case of osmotic stress the activating 
event is believed to be the accumulation of potassium 
glutamate. This has been reproduced in vitro on super- 
coiled DNA; the transcription complex is maintained in an 
apparently wrapped inactive state and then potassium 
glutamate unwraps the sigma38 RNA polymerase as 
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Localization of general and regu atory proteolysis i n  
Bacillus subti 

molecular chaperone systems, proteases ensure the ' 
proper function of proteins in their cellular environment 
(Hartl and Hayer-Hartl, 2002; Bukau etal., 2006). Pro- 
teolysis is also used for regulatory purposes, such as the 
regulated degradation of key transcription factors that 
control cell cycle, developmental or adaptation processes 
(Ciechanover, 1998; Gottesman, 2003; Jenal and 

Summary 

Protein degradation mediated by ATP-dependent 
proteases, such as HsplOOlClp and related AAA+ 
proteins, plays an important role in cellular protein 
homeostasis, protein quality control and the regula- 
tion of, e.g. heat shock adaptation and other cellular 
differentiation processes. ClpCP with its adaptor pro- 
teins and other related proteases, such as ClpXP or 
ClpEP of Bacillus subtilis, are involved in general 
and regulatory proteolysis. To determine if proteolysis 
occurs at specific locations in B. subtilis cells, we 
analysed the subcellular distribution of the Clp system 
together with adaptor and general and regulatory sub- 
strate proteins, under different environmental condi- 
tions. We can demonstrate that the ATPase and the 
proteolytic subunit of the Clp proteases, as well as the 
adaptor or substrate proteins, form visible foci, repre- 
senting active protease clusters localized to the polar 
and to the mid-cell region. These clusters could repre- 
sent a compartmentalized place for protein degrada- 
tion positioned at the pole close to where most of the 
cellular protein biosynthesis and also protein quality 
control are taking place, thereby spatially separating 
protein synthesis and degradation. 

Introduction 

Hengge-Aronis, 2003; Pickart and Cohen, 2004). 
Both general and regulatory proteolysis are mediated by 

dedicated molecular machines, which are ATP-dependent 
proteases consisting of ring-forming hexameric Hsp100/ 
Clp proteins of theAAA+family, associated on both sides of 
the barrel-forming peptidases complex. The AAA+ proteins 
of the protease can recognize, unfold and translocate 
proteins into the proteolytic chamber of the interacting 
peptidase compartment (Lupas et a/., 1997; Wickner et a/., 
1999; Pickart and Cohen, 2004; Sauer et a/., 2004). An 
example of such proteases in eukaryotes is the protea- 
some (Ciechanover, 1998; Pickart and Cohen, 2004). In 
prokaryotic cells, homologous protease complexes are 
formed by the AAA+ proteins ClpA, ClpX or ClpC, which 
assemble with the peptidase ClpP (Wickner etal., 1999; 
Sauer et a/., 2004). Relatively little is known concerning the 
subcellular localization of these protease systems, their 
substrates and other components of the protein quality 
control system (Wojcik and DeMartino, 2003; Lindner 
et a/., 2008), even though this information is important for a 
full comprehension of the diverse and important intracellu- 
lar processes involving proteolysis and protein quality 
control (Balch etal., 2008). 

We use the model organism Bacillus subtllis to investi- 
gate the dynamic subcellular localization of the Hsp100/ 
Clp protease systems. Cells of a B. subtilis population can 
adapt and react to a wide array of environmental changes 
by, e.g. heat shock and general stress adaptation (Hecker 

Protein degradation plays an important role in protein etal., 2007), and developmental processes, such as 

homeostasis and in protein quality control. Together with sporulation (Rudner and Losick, 2001) or competence 
development (Chen etal., 2005). 
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or eliminate function. Transcriptional depletion studies 

Summary 

The ability to manipulate protein levels is useful 
for dissecting regulatory pathways, elucidating gene 
function and constructing synthetic biological 
circuits. We engineered an inducible protein degrada- 
tion system for use in Bacillus subtilis based on 
Escherichia coli and Caulobacter crescentus ssrA 
tags and SspB adaptors that deliver proteins to ClpXP 
for proteolysis. In this system, modified ssrA degra- 
dation tags are fused onto the 3' end of the genes of 
interest. Unlike wild-type ssrA, these modified tags 
require the adaptor protein SspB to target tagged 
proteins for proteolysis. In the absence of SspB, the 
tagged proteins accumulate to near physiological 
levels. By inducing SspB expression from a regulated 
promoter, the tagged substrates are rapidly delivered 
to the B. subtilis ClpXP protease for degradation. We 
used this system to degrade the reporter GFP and 
several native B. subtilis proteins, including, the tran- 
scription factor ComA, two sporulation kinases (KinA, 
KinB) and the sporulation and chromosome partition- 
ing protein SpoOJ. We also used modified E. coli and 
C. crescentus ssrA tags to independently control the 
degradation of two different proteins in the same cell. 
These tools will be useful for studying biological pro- 
cesses in B. subtilis and can potentially be modified 
for use in other bacteria. 

Introduction 

The ability to experimentally manipulate protein levels 
within the cell is useful for studying biological processes. 
Protein levels are typically manipulated by overexpress- 
ing or deleting the gene encoding the protein of interest. In 
the case of essential genes, conditional alleles, including 
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can be problematic due to the time required to sufficiently 
reduce pre-existing protein levels, and isolating ts alleles 
is often laborious and involves extensive characterization 
of isolated mutants. In eukaryotes, an N-terminal tag that 
confers temperature induced degradation has been 
used widely to selectively inactivate proteins of interest 
(Dohmen etal., 1994; Dohmen and Varshavsky, 2005; 
Dohmen, 2006). 

We constructed an inducible degradation system in 
Bacillus subtilis by modifying the Escherichia coli and 
Caulobacter crescentus ssrA degradation signals. Many 
bacteria (Gueneau de Novoa and Williams, 2004) use the 
ssrA or tmRNA (combined transfer and messenger RNA) 
tagging system for rescuing stalled ribosomes and target- 
ing polypeptides for degradation. When a ribosome stalls 
on an mRNA, tmRNA can enter the ribosome leading to 
the addition of amino acids, the ssrA tag, onto the 
C-terminus of the nascent polypeptide. The ssrA tag 
enables the ribosome to terminate translation and disen- 
gage the polypeptide, while simultaneously providing a 
mechanism for clearing truncated polypeptides from the 
cell by targeting them for degradation by the highly con- 
served protease ClpXP (Tu etal., 1995; Keiler etal., 
1996; Gottesman etal., 1998; Moore and Sauer, 2007). 
The last three amino acids of the ssrA tag (LAA) are highly 
conserved and comprise the ClpX-recognition sequence 
(Flynn etal., 2001; Wiegert and Schumann, 2001; 
Gueneau de Novoa and Williams, 2004; Chien etal., 
2007a; Lessner etal., 2007; Fig. IA) .  

In some cases, an adaptor protein, e.g. SspB in E. coli 
and C. cresentus, interacts with sequences in the ssrA tag 
upstream of the ClpX-recognition element (Fig. 1A) and 
tethers tagged substrates to ClpX to aid in degradation 
(Chien et al., 2007a; Lessner et al., 2007; Levchenko 
etal., 2000). The SspB-recognition sequence in ssrA is 
less conserved than the ClpX-recognition sequence, 
allowing for specific interactions between ssrA and its 
cognate SspB adaptor (Flynn ef a/., 2001; Gueneau de 
Novoa and Williams, 2004; Chien etal., 2007b; Fig. IA).  
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lnterconvertible Lac Repressor-DNA Loops 
Revealed by Single-Molecule Experiments 
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At many promoters, transcription is regulated by simultaneous binding of a protein to multiple sites on DNA, but the  
structures and dynamics of such transcription factor-mediated DNA loops are poorly understood. We directly examined 
in vitro loop formation mediated by Escherichia coli lactose repressor using single-molecule structural and kinetics 
methods. Small (-150 bp) loops form quickly and stably, even with out-of-phase operator spacings. Unexpectedly, 
repeated spontaneous transitions between two distinct loop structures were observed in individual protein-DNA 
complexes. The results imply a dynamic equilibrium between a novel loop structure with the repressor in its 
crystallographic "V" conformation and a second structure with a more extended linear repressor conformation that 
substantially lessens the DNA bending strain. The ability to switch between different loop structures may help to 

-explain how robust transcription regulation is maintained even though the mechanical work required to form a loop 
may change substantially with metabolic conditions. 
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Introduction 

DNA looping, in which a protein or protein complex 
interacts simultaneously with two separated sites on a DNA 
molecule, is a recurring theme in transcription regulation [I]. 
A prototypical example is transcription initiation at the E. coli 
ZacZYA promoter, which is modulated through DNA looping 
by the lactose repressor. The promoter vicinity includes three 
operator sites: a primary operator (01) located 11 bp 
downstream from the lmZ transcription start site, and two 
auxiliary operators (02 and 03) with lower affinities for the 
repressor located 401 bp downstream and 92 bp upstream of 
01, respectively (see review [2]). Repressor binding to O1 
blocks transcription from the lmZYA promoter. Nevertheless, 
the presence of 0 2  and O3 is indispensable for complete 
transcriptional repression in wild-type bacterial strains 
because the repressor loops DNA,by binding simultaneously 
to 01 and 0 2  or O3 [3-61, and such looping enhances 
repression by increasing the occupancy of O1 by repressor 
[5,71. 

In many transcription factors that function at least in part 
by DNA looping (for example, the lambda, ara, and gal 
repressors [B-lo]), the protein complex interacts with two 
binding sites displayed on the same face of the double helix. 
Both in vitro and in vivo, these systems display a character- 
istic dependence of repression on interoperator spacing, with 
strong repression when operators are separated by an integer 
number of helical repeats ("in phase"), and repression weak 

evidence from studies in vitro ([15,16] and references therein) 
and in vivo [17] that stable looped repressor-DNA complexes 
can form with operator spacings as small as or smaller than 
the 92-bp 01-03 spacing. Even spacing the operators so that 
they are positioned on opposite sides of the double helix only 
14.5 and 15.5 turns apart, so that substantial DNA twisting 
and bending may be required to close the loop, allows 
formation of putatively looped species, apparently with only 
a modest reduction in stability relative to similarly sized in- 
phase loops [15]. Out-of-phase operator spacings of similar 
size also give levels of repression in vivo consistent with 
looping [lB]. 

No d i re~ t  determinations of the structures of small Lac 
repressor-DNA looped complexes are available. The avail- 
ability of crystallographic structures for the repressor alone 
and in complex with two DNA oligonucleotides [19,20], 
together with studies of the thermodynamic and kinetic 
stabilities of Lac repressor-DNA looped complexes in vitro 
[7,21-251, have led to the proposal of a variety of different 
structural models for looped protein-DNA complexes 
[1,19,20,24,26-281. Most of these models are based on the 
crystallographic repressor-oligonucleotide model and a 
smoothly bent interoperator DNA segment. ~oweber ,  the 
tightly bent or strongly twisted interoperator DNA in these 
models is predicted to be highly energetically unfavorable 
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Or absent when an turn of the is added Received May 3,2b08; Accepted August 13, 2008; Published September 30,2008 
("out of phase") [9,11-141. The reduced repression with out- 
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repressor are in general weaker than those seen with other WLC chain 
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Cell fate can be determined by asymmetric segregation of gene expression regulators. In the budding yeast 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the transcription factor Ace2 accumulates specifically in  the daughter cell nucleus, where it 
drives transcription of genes that are not expressed in the mother cell. The NDRILATS family protein kinase Cbkl is 
required for Ace2 segregation and function. Using peptide scanning arrays, we determined Cbkl's phosphorylation 
consensus motif, thefirst such unbiased approach for an enzyme of this family, showing that it is a basophilic kinase 
with an unusual preference for histidine -5 to  the phosphorylation site. We found that Cbkl phosphorylates such sites 
in  Ace2, and that these modifications are critical for Ace2's partitioning and function. Using proteins marked with GFP 
variants, we found that Ace2 moves from isotropic distribution to  the daughter cell nuclear localization, well before 
cytokinesis, and that the nucleus must enter the daughter cell for Ace2 accumulation t o  occur. We found that Cbkl, 
unlike Ace2, is restricted to the daughter cell. Using both in  vivo and i n  vitro assays, we found that two critical Cbkl 
phosphorylations block Ace2's interaction with nuclear export machinery, while a third distal modification most likely 
acts t o  increase the transcription factor's activity. Our findings show that Cbkl directly controls Ace2, regulating the 
transcription factor's activity and interaction with nuclear export machinery through three phosphorylation sites. 
Furthermore, Cbkl exhibits a novel specificity that is likely conserved among related kinases from yeast t o  metazoans. 
Cbkl is functionally restricted to the daughter cell, and cannot diffuse from the daughter t o  the mother. In addition t o  
providing a mechanism for Ace2 segregation, these findings show that an isotropically distributed cell fate 
determinant can be asymmetrically partitioned in  cytoplasmically contiguous cells through spatial segregation of a 
regulating protein kinase. 
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Introduction 

Cells can adopt divergent fates upon division by unequally 
distributing molecules or structures that direct distinct gene 
expression programs. The genesis of this asymmetry rests on 
the cell's underlying architecture, and can involve segregation 
of mRNAs, transcription factors, and cell surface receptors 
[1,2]. Unquestionably critical for metazoan development, 
asymmetric gene expression is also important in unicellular 
eukaryotes. In the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, for 
example, unequal partitioning of specific transcription 
factors causes mother and daughter cells to express different 
genes late in division [3-71. 

Asymmetry of intracellular cell fate determinants requires 
their physical segregation as well as a mechanism to ensure 
that they do not act before the differentiating cells are 
functionally separated. In a number of well-characterized 
cases, transcriptional regulators are directly partitioned by 
cytoskeleton-associated machinery. 

specific genes. In budding yeast, daughter cells are prevented 
from switching mating types by the asymmetrically segregated 
transcriptional repressor Ashl. This partitioning also de- 
pends on the actin cytoskeleton: ASH1 mRNA is transported 
by a class V myosin to the bud tip during mitosis and tethered 
to the daughter cell cortex. It remains there until the 
beginning of the next cell cycle, whereupon it is translated 
to produce the Ashl repressor protein [4-61. 

Asymmetric gene expression is also important in the last 
step of budding yeast cell division, but is generated by a 
different mechanism. Final separation of mother and 
daughter yeast cells requires removal of a chitin-rich septum 
constructed between the cells during cytokinesis [12]. 
Destruction of this septum occurs from the daughter side. 
This asymmetry is due to a daughter-specific transcriptional 
program driven by the transcriptional activator Ace2, which 
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ganglion mother cells (GMCs) is achieved through asymmetric 
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presumptive GMC involves the actin cytoskeleton and the Abbreviations: CDK, cyclin-dependent kinase; ChlP, chromatin immunoprecipita- 
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Stochastic fluctuations affect the dynamics of biological systems. morc, bccausc of thc limited ni~nlber of examples of noisc- 
Typically, such noise causes perturbations that can permit genetic induced stabilization, it is unclcar if and what different mccha- 
circuits to escape stable states, triggering, for example, phenotypic nisms can support this counterintuitive phenomenon. 
switching. In contrast, studies have shown that noise can surprisingly The address the questions raised above, we have investigated a 
also generate new states, which exist solely in the presence of prototypicaltwo-component activator-repressorgeneticcircuit as a 
fluctuations. In those instances noise is supplied externally to the model system (Fig. 1-4). This circuit comprises a promoter (P,) that 
dynamical system. Here, we present a mechanism in which noise expresses a transcription factor (A) that can activatc both its own 
intrinsic to a simple genetic circuit effectively stabilizes a determin- promoter (P,) ilnd the promoter of a repressor (P,). Thc repressor 
istically unstable state. Furthermore, this noise-induced stabilization protcin (R) can inhibit thc activity of the transcription factor (A) by 
represents a unique mechanism for a genetic timer. Specifically, we  targeting it for degradation. The autoregulation of the activator 
analyzed the effect of noise intrinsic to a prototypical two-component forms a positive feedback loop, whereas the activation of the 
gene-circuit architecture composed of interacting positive and nega- repressor (R) and the consecutive inhibition of the activator mol- 
tive feedback loops. Genetic circuits with this topology are common cculc (A) by the repressor (R) establish a net negative ft?cdback 
in biology and typically regulate cell cycles and circadian clocks. These loop. Expression of activator and reprcssor tral l~~ripti~ll  factors is 
systems can undergo a variety of bifurcations in response to param- thus synchronized whereA and R can both be either high or low. 
eter changes. Simulations show that near one such bifurcation, noise Thus, this SySteln constit~ites a simple genetic circuit with interacting 
induces oscillations around an unstable spiral point and thus effec- positive and negative feedback loops. 
tively stabilizes this unstable fixed point. Because of the periodicity of Natural genetic circuits that are composed of such interacting 
these oscillations, the lifetime of the noise-dependent stabilization positive and negative feedback loops 

a polymodal distribution with multiple, well defined, nonlinear dynanlic behaviors (29). In particular, this circuit topol- 
regularly spaced peaks. Therefore, the noise-induced stabilization OgY is common among genetic ~ ~ ~ i l l a t ~ r ~ ,  such as cell C ~ C ~ C  and 
presented here a minimal mechanism for a genetic circuit circadian clocks (30-35). Additionally, transient cellular processes 
to function as a timer that could be used in the engineering of S L I C ~  as cell membrane polarization in neurons (36), yeast (37), and 

synthetic circuits. differentiation in bacteria (17,18,20) are also controlled by genetic 
circuits that are similar in architecture. Therefore, understanding 

bifurcation I dynamics I circuit I stochastic I quantized cycle how noisc influcnces thc dynamics of gcnetic circuits with this 
shared topology will be of general rclcvance to a wide range of 
ccllular processes. Furthermore, a mechanistic understanding of 

tochastic fluctuations in gene expression and protcin concen- the effects oflloise on this simple circuit could guide the S trations are a natural by-product of biochemical reactions in gg of sFtlletic circuits with nonlinear dynvmicd behavior. 
cells. Propertics of this biochemical noise within genetic circuits, ~ l ~ i ~  investigation of prototypical activator-inhibitor circuit 
such as their amplitude, distribution, and propagation, have been described above sllows intrinsic noise is able to effectively 
extensively characterized (1-9). Additionally, theoretical and ex- an unstable state via a mcchanisln distinct mucll 
perirnental studies have established that such noise can induce simpler than those proposed to date. &low, we present results that 
stochastic switching between distinct and stable phenotypic StatCS demonstrate that intrinsic noise stabilizes an unstable fixed 
(5, 10-23). Noise within genetic circuits is therefore thought to that already exists deterministically. Specifically, when all unstable 
contribute to phenotypic hcterogencity in genetically idcntical spiral point coexists with a second stable state from which it is 
celhdar populati~ns. It has also recently been show11 experinlentally separated by a saddle point, the phase-space topolo,ny is such that 
that noise can triggcr cellular diffcrentiation ill frllit f [ ~ C S  and stochasticfluctuations arc able to induce stochastic oscillations (38) 
bacteria (14,17,1S, 24). Together, these studies establish thar noise around the ~mstablc spiral. These osci]lations in turn lead to 
can play an active functional role in cellular processes by cff~ctively increased dwell times in the region of space around the unstable 
destabilizing and thus inducing escape from stable phellotypic fixed point, and therefore to its effective stabilization. We remark 
states. that, in our case, the effect is caused by standard intrinsic noise and 

Besides its common role in destabilizing stable states, noise does not require an external noise source. 
can also have the more counterintuitivc cffect of generating new Interestingly, this stabilization mechanism bascd on noise- 
stable states that do not exist in the absence of fluctuations (25). induccd oscillations around the unstablc state also rcstricts thc tirnc 
In particular, noisc-induced bistability has been reported theo- window during wllich switching from the unstable high-expression 
retically (26,27) and experimentally (2). In those situations, one 
of the two stable solution branches is usually present irrespective 

/ of fluctuations, whereas the second one is purely induced by Author contr~but~ons. J.G.-0. and G.M 5. designed research; M.T, and J.G -0 performed 

noise (28). Tllc appearance of such noise-induced branches of research; M.T. J.G.-0 , and G.M S. analyzed data; and J.G.-0. and G.M.S wrote the paper. 

( solutions requires particular nonlinearities in the underlying The aut'lOrs " cO"R1" 

/ equations, and frequently an extrinsic noise source. It is thus of ThlSartlcleis a PNAS 

i illterest to establish mechanisms through which noise-induced Freely available oni~ne through the PNAS open access optlon. 

1 stabilization can bc caused by noise that is intrillsic to the §To whom correspondence should be addressed E-mall: gurol suel@utsouthwestern edu 
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Parallel pathways of repression and antirepression 
governing the transition to stationary phase 
i n Bacillus sub tilis 
Allison V. Banse, Arnaud Chastanet, Lilah Rahn-Lee, Errett C. Hobbs*, and Richard Losickt 

Department of  Molecular and Cellular Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge, 

Edited by Sankar Adhya, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, and appr 

The AbrB protein of the spore-forming bacterium Bacillussubtilis is 
a repressor of numerous genes that are switched on during the 
transition from the exponential to the stationary phase of growth. 
The gene for AbrB is under the negative control of the master 
regulator for entry into sporulation, SpoOA-P. I t  has generally 
been assumed that derepression of genes under the negative 
control of AbrB is achieved by SpoOA-P-mediated repression of 
abrB followed by rapid degradation of the AbrB protein. Here, we 
report that AbrB levels do decrease during the transition to 
stationary phase, but that this decrease is not the entire basis by 
which AbrB-controlled genes are derepressed. Instead, AbrB is 
inactivated by the product of a uncharacterized gene, abbA (for- 
merly ykzF), whose transcription is switched on by SpoOA-P. The 
abbA gene encodes an antirepressor that binds to AbrB and 
prevents it from binding to DNA. Combining our results with 
previous findings, we  conclude that SpoOA-P sets in motion two 
parallel pathways of repression and antirepression to trigger the 
expression of diverse categories of genes during the transition to 
stationary phase. 

sporulation I transcription 

B acteria ordinarily spend a relatively brief period of their 
existence in the exponential phase of growth (1-3). Nutri- 

ents become limiting, or other adverse environmental changes 
take place as cclls reach a high population density, causing 
growth to slow and the bacteria to cntcr stationary phase. Coping 
with the transition to stationary phase involves dramatic changes 
in gene expression in which suites of genes are switched on that 
enable the cells to adapt to unfavorable circumstances. These 
changes are governed by signal transduction pathways that sense 
the onset of adverse circumstances and respond by activating (or 
inactivating) global regulatory proteins. One such global regu- 
lator is the general stress response transcription factor 9, which 
helps govern t11c transition to stationary phase inEschericlzin coli 
(4, 5). In thc spore-forming bacterium Bacillus subtilis, the 
subject of this investigation, the transition to stationary phase is 
principally governcd by five regulatory proteins, Cody (G), crB (7, 
S), uH (91, SpoOA-P (lo), and AbrB (11). 

How Cody helps to govern the transition to stationary phase 
is well understood. Its activity as a repressor depends on either 
of two cofactors, GTP or a branched chain amino acid (12, 13). 
In the abscnce of either ligand, Cody's ability to bind DNA is 
irnpaircd. Thus, because GTP or branched chain amino acid 
levels drop during nutrient limitation, repression is relieved and 
genes under the control of Cody arc dcrcpresscd. Our under- 
standing of how rB-, uH-, and SpoOA-controlled gene expression 
is coupled to the exit from the expol~ential phase of growth is less 
complete. The uB factor, for example, is activated by convergent 
pathways that sense, in an as yet undefined way, the lack of 
ccrtain nutricnts and the presencc of certain kinds of physical- 
chcmical signals (14). SpoOA, a member of the rcsponse regu- 
lator family of phosphoproteins, is activated by phosphorylation 
in response to nutrient limitation via a multicomponent phos- 
phorelay (15). The phosphorelay is initiated by several kinases 

oved August 27, 2008 (received for review May 29,2008) 

that arc thought to recognize intrd- or cxtraccllular signals. 
When phosphorylated, SpoOA-P acts as an activator or repres- 
sor of -120 genes under its direct control, including genes 
required for sporulation (16). However, how phosphorelay- 
mediated phosphorylation of SpoOA is coupled to a drop in 
nutricnt availability has not becn clucidated. 

The fifth transcriptional control protein, the "transition-state 
regulator" AbrB and the focus of this rcport, has bcen of interest 
for almost 40 years (17-19). Yet little is known about the 
mechanisms that govern the dcrcpression of AbrB-controlled 
genes at the cnd of the exponential phase of growth. The gene 
for AbrB was discovered because of the observation that mu- 
tations at thc ~ b r B  locus suppressed somc of the phenotypes 
characteristic of spoOA and other mutants blocked in the initi- 
ation of sporulation. However, how AbrB acted was mysterious 
for many years (20). An important clue came from studics of two 
promoters that depended on SpoOA-P for their activation (21, 
22). In both cascs, an ab1.B mutation was found to bypass the 
dependence on spoOA, and in one case, it resulted in constitutive 
transcription. Thesc findings indicated that AbrB is likely a 
repressor that is present in vegetatively growing cells and is 
inactivated or eliminated by the action of SpoOA at the end of the 
exponential phase of growth. Indced, subsequent biochemical 
work confirmed that AbrB is a DNA-binding protein that acts by 
reprcssing targct genes (23,24). The further demonstration that 
SpoOA-P directly represses abrB (25) led to the view that 
dcrepression of genes under AbrB control is mediatcd by a 
SpoOA-P-imposed block in abrB tranicription combined with 
rapid depletion of AbrB protein by dcgradation (24, 26, 27). 

As we report here, AbrB levels do decrease as cells transition 
from exponential growth to stationary phase, but this drop in 
AbrB levels is not the solc basis for the derepression of gcncs 
under its control. Instead, AbrB is inactivated by the product of 
a previously uncharactcrized genc, yl& (for which we introducc 
the name abbA for antirepressor of nbrB A) that is directly 
switcl~cd on by SpoOA-P (16, 28). Wc show that nbbA encodcs 
an AbrB-binding protein that forms a complexwith the repressor 
and prevents it from adhering to DNA. Thus, the dereprcssion 
of somc or all gencs under the negative control of AbrB involves 
the SpoOA-P-induced synthesis of an antirepressor. A parallel 
thcrcby emerges between AbrB and the SinR repressor of B. 
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We describe a chemical method to detect RNA synthesis in cells, 
based on the biosynthetic incorporation of the uridine analog 
5-ethynyluridine (EU) into newly transcribed RNA, on average once 
every 35 uridine residues in total RNA. EU-labeled cellular RNA is 
detected quickly and with high sensitivity by using a copper 
(I)-catalyzed cycloaddition reaction (often referred to  as "click" 
chemistry) with fluorescent azides, followed by microscopic imag- 
ing. We demonstrate the use of this method in cultured cells, in 
which we  examine the turnover of bulk RNA after E U  pulses of 
varying lengths. We also use EU to  assay transcription rates of 
various tissues in whole animals, both on sections and by whole- 
mount staining. We find that total transcription rates vary greatly 
among different tissues and among different cell types within 
organs. 

5-ethynyluridine I microscopy I azide I alkyne I fluorescence 

T wo methods have been used to ineasure rates of total 
transcription in cells. The first method relies on labeling 

RNA with radioactive nucleosides followed by tissue autora- 
diography (1). Autoradiography is very slow, requiring exposure 
times of weeks to months (1); working with radioactivity is also 
cun~bersome anci the spatial resolution of the microscopic iin- 

I mM EU, I hr I mM EU, 3 hrs I rnM EU, 24 hrs 

ages obtained is poor. 
The seconcl lnetl,od illcorporatioll into R N ~  of Fig.1. lrnagingcellulartranscription byusing EU.(A)Structureoftheuridine 

analog EU, a biosynthetic RNA label. (B )  EU incorporation into RNA in NIH 3T3 
5-bromouricline (BrU), delivered to cells either as 5-bromouri- cells were grown without EU (i, v, and ix), with pM EU (ii, vi, and x), 
dine triphosphate (BrUTP) or as BrU. Because cells are imper- 200 EU (iii, vii, and xi), or rnM EU (iv, viii, and xii) for 20 h, The cells were 
meable to  BrUTP, they must be microinjected with it (2, 31, fixed and reacted wi th 10 pM ~lexa594-azide. EU-labeled cells show strong 
uermeabilized in the uresence of BrUTP (4). transfected with nuclear and weaker cvto~lasrnic stainina, ~ r o ~ o r t i o n a l  t o  the added EU -. . . 
B ~ U T P  liposomes (5),icratch labeled ((i), 0; l&ded with BrUTP concentration. ~ o t e  the i i ense  staining of nucleoli. All cells incorporate EU, 

by osnlotic sllock (7). Aside from the high cost of BrUTP, the although some cell-to-cell variability is observed. (C) Rapid uptake and incor- 

nletllods are labor intellsive and not to all cell types poration of EU by cells. NIH 3T3 cells were incubated with 1 mM EU for varying 

or to wllole-anilllal stuclies, BrU is takell up by cells and amounts of time, followed by fixation and EU detection. Strong nuclear 
staining is visible after 30 min (ii~), although even after 10 min (ii), a signal 

incorporated into the pool of nucleotide phosphates by means of above background is observed at longer exposure times (data notshown). EU 
the ribonucleoside salvage pathway. Cells are then fixed and BrU staining intensity increases quickly in the first h (iv and ") and then more 
incorporz~tion into IWA is detected by immunostaining (5). One slowly up t o  24 h (vi). 
of the main disadvantages of BrU detection is that, being an 
antibody-based metl~od, staining of tissues is limited by antibody 
diffusion into the spccimcn. T ~ S ,  tissues have to be sectioncd 
and whole-mount exan~ination of RNA synthesis in tissucs and 
organs is practically very limited. 

Wc reccntly described a chcmical mcthod to assay DNA 
syntl~esis in vivo by using 5-ethynyl-2'-dcoxyuridinc (EdU), a 
thymidine analog that incorporates efficiently into DNA (9). 
EdU cun be dctected rapidly and with great sensitivity with 
fluorcscci~t azidcs by mcans of a Sharpless-Meldal copper 
(I)-catalyzecl I-Iuisgen cycloadclition reaction (10, l l ) ,  a highly 
cfficient and selcctive reaction often referred to as a "click" 

does not significantly label cellular DNA, thus making it a 
specific transcriptional label. We demonstrate the use of E U  in 
assaying the turnover of bulk transcripts in cultured cells. Last, 
we usc E U  in whole anin~als to rcveal bulk transcrivtional 
pattcrns in scvcral organs and tissucs. 

Duc to its ease and scnsitivity, we anticipate the E U  labcling 
method [particularly through labeling individual RNAs ill vitro 
with 5-cthynyluridine triphosphatc (EUTP)] will facilitatc high- 
resolution niicroscopic analysis of RNA synthesis, transport, 

reaction. We have now extended this inethodology to devise a localizatioll, alld turnover 1,ivo. 
chemical 'methocl to assay RNA synthesis in ~~tvo. 

We show that 5-etllynyluridine (EU) is incorporated into RNA 
transcripts generated by RNA polymerases I, 11, and 1:11 in cells. Authorcontributions:C.Y.J.andA.S.designed research;C.Y.J.andA.S.performedresearch; 

EU-labeled cellular RNA can be cletected quickly alld with high C.Y.1. and A.S. analyzed data; and A.S. wrote the paper. 
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Frequency-modulated nuclear localization 
bursts coordinate gene regulation 
Long cail*, Chiraj K. ~ a l a l l *  & Michael B. ~lowitz '  

In yeast, the transcription factor Crzl is dephosphorylated and translocates into the nucleus in response to extracellular 
calcium. Here we show, using time-lapse microscopy, that Crzl exhibits short bursts -(typically lasting 
2 min) that occur individual cells and propagate to the expression of downstream genes. StrikinglyJ calcium 

of localization bursts. Using an analytic model, we also show that 
across a wide dynamic range of 

confirm this theory with natural and 
similar, but largely 

of localization 
bursts may be a general control strategy used by the cell to coordinate multi-gene responses to external signals. 

Cells sense extracellular signals and respond by regulating the expres- 
sion of target gelleslJ. This process requires two stages of information 
processing. First, cells encode extracellular signals internally, in the 
states and localization of transcription factors. Second, transcription 
factors activate the expression of downstream genes that will imnple- 
ment cellular responses'". Although many signal transduction sys- 
tems have been studied extensively, it often re~nains unclear how 
signals are encoded dynamically in transcription factor activities at 
the single-cell level. In addition, cellular responses often involve many 
proteins acting together, rather than individually. However, in general 
it is not known how the expression levels of target genes are coordi- 
nated, allowing them to be regulated together, despite diverse pro- 
moter architectures3. Here we investigate how signal encoding and 
urotein coordination are achieved in individual cells. 

We examined the calcium stress response pathway in Sncchn~on~yc~s  
ccrcvisine, or buddiilg yeast. Cellular responses to  extracellular calcium 
are mediated by Crzl, the calcineurin-responsive zinc finger transcrip- 
tion factor4. The activity of Crzl is modulated by phosphorylation and 
dephosphorylation4, resulting in changes in  the nuclear localization of 
Crzl protein (Fig, la), rather than changes in its abundance 
(Supplementaly Fig. 1). To understand how Crzl phosphorylation 
dynamics respond to calcium and regulate the more than 100 different 
targets necessary for calcium adaptation5, we acquired time-lapse 
movies of Crd localization dynanlics, using a strain in which the 
Crzl protein was tagged with green fluorescent protein (GFP)'. In each 
movie, we tracked the response of Crzllocalization in individualqells to 
step changes in extracellular calcium concentration. We found that 
Crzl dynamics connect the encoding of signals and the coordination 
of target gene expression. 

/ 

Frequency modulated bursts of nuclear localization 
In the absence of calcium, Crzl was cytoplasn~ic in d l  cells 
(Supplementary Movie 1). Upon the addition of calcium, individual 
cells exhibited a rapid, synchronized burst of Crzl nuclear locali- 
zation, similar to behaviour observed with the yeast osmosensor 
Hogl (refs 7, 8). However, .unlike Hogl, this initial burst was fol- 
lowed by sporadic unsy~lchronized localization bursts, typically 

lasting about 2 lnin (Fig. lb-d) and persisting throughout the course 
of the movie (up to 10 11, see Supplementary Movie 1). Moreover, 
these single-cell Crzl dynamics are consistent with microarray stud- 
ies performed on cell populations5: after a step change in calcium, an 
initial overshoot in ~nessenger RNA levels of Crzl target genes results 
from the initial syncl~roilous burst of Crzl, whereas the subsequent 
elevated average expression levels are due to  sustained unsynchro- 
nized bursts in individual cells (Fig. 1 c-e) . 

We next addressed how the unount of calcium affects the 
dynamics of nuclear localization. We observed that the fraction of 
cells with nuclear-localized Crzl increased with calciuin concentra- 
tion. Because Crzl localizes in bursts, this calcium dependence could 
in principle result from increases in burst frequency or duration. 
strikingly, analysis of movies revealed that oidy the burst frequency 
increased (Fig. 2a), whereas the distribution of burst durations 
remained constant at all calcium concentrations (Fig. 2b). This dis- 
tribution was consistent with two rate-limiting stochastic steps, each 
with a timescale of about 70 s (Fig. 2b). Thus, cells use stereotyped 
Crzl localization bursts in a frequency-modulated fasl~ion to encode 
and respond to extracelli~lar calcium. This contrasts with amplitude- 
modulation control, in which the fraction of Crzl n~olecules f o ~ u ~ d  in 
the nucleus would change with calci~un, but remain constant over 
time. 

Movies also revealed two modes of nuclear localization bursts: iso- 
lated individual bursts uld clusters of bursts, analogous to spilte trains 
in neurons (Fig. lc, d). At calci~un concentrations less than 100 mM, 
only isolated bursts were observed and the averaged autocorrelation 
function of the localization trajectories from individual cells was well 
fitted by a single exponential. However, as clustered bursts emerged at 
calcium concentrations greater than 100 mM (Fig. lc, d), the averaged 
autocorrelation function was better fit by a sum of two exponentials, 
whose timescales matched the typical durations of isolated bursts and 
burst clusters, respectively (Fig. 2d). Higher levels of calcium led to an 
increasing proportion of bursts occurri~lg in  clusters (Fig. 2d inset). 
Eventually, at the highest calcium levels, Crzl nuclear localization 
trajectories appeared more similar to sustained oscillationsy than to 
the isolated stochastic bursts seen at lower calcium concentrations. 

' ~ o w a r d  Hughes Medical Institute, Division of Biology and Departrnent'of Applied Physics, California Institute.of Technology, M/C 114-96, Pasadena, California.91125, USA. 
')These authors contributed equally to this work. 
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ARTICLES 

Misfolded proteins partition between two 
distinct quality control compartments 
Daniel Kaganovich', Ron Kopito' & Judith ~ r y d r n a n l  

The accumulation of misfolded proteins in intracellular amyloid inclusions, typical of many neurodegenerative disorders 
including Huntington's and prion disease, is thought to occur after failure of the cellular protein'quality control mechanisms. 
Here we examine the formation of misfolded protein inclusions in the eukaryotic cytosol of yeast and mammalian cell culture 
models. W e  identify two intracellular compartments for the sequestration of misfoldedOltpyrlic ~roteinz.  Partition of 
quality control substrates to either compartment seems to depend on their ubiquitination status and-enation state. . . 
'Soluble ubiquitinated misfolded proteins a c c u m ~ l e a r  com~artment where ~roteasomes are concentratd. 
In'contrast, terminally a g n r e d   rotei ins are seaues'tered in a perivacuolar inclusion. Notably,- 
~'untingtin and prion proteins are preferentially directed to the perivacuolar compartment. Enhancing ubiquitination of a 
prion protein suffices to promote its delivery to the juxtanuclear inclusion. Our findings provide a framework for 
understanding the preferential accumulation of amyloidogenic proteins in inclusions linked to human disease. 

The strong correlation between the accuinulation of aggregated pro- 
teins in amyloid incl~~sions and the onset of several neurodegenera- 
tive diseases calls for a better understanding of the mechanisms and 
functions of inclusion forn~ation. Research indicating that soluble 
aggregation intermediates have a toxic 'gain of function' activity 
su&ests that regulated formation of protein inclusions serves cyto- 
protective functions, such as sequestering misfolded species1-', and it 
may also facilitate their clearanceG-". It is unlu~own whether inclu- 
sions contain only terminally aggregated proteins or whether they 
also sequester solu~ble misfolded conformations". Intriguingly, 
although all proteins can form amyloid-like inclusions after misfold- 
ing','" only a handful of proteins cause amyloidosis and disease2. In 
principle, these amyloidogenic disease-related proteins may interact 
differently with the cellular quality control machinery. T~LIS,  
characterization of the pathways leading to inclusion formation is 
critical for understanding the basis of protein conformation 
disorders. 

Celli~lar inclusioils form in an organized process that seems to be 
conserved from yeast to manmalian  cell^'^^"^. Distinct inclusions 
with specific cl~aracteristics have been o b ~ e r v e d ~ ~ , ' ~ - ' ~ ,  including 
i~lsoluble perinuclear inclusions (called aggresomes) that co-localize 
with the nlicrotubule organizing centre2', perinuclear inclusions con- 
taining soluble endoplasmic reticulum associated protein degrada- 
tion (ERAD) substrates's*2', and inclusions co-localizing with 
autophagic marlcersg~"'. It is unclear whether all these observations 
pertain to the same compartment or what ullderlies the distinct 
solubility and long-tern1 fates observed for different quality control 
substrates in these inclusions. 

Unlilce amyloidogenic proteins, little is known about the fate of 
'normal' misfolded cytosolic globular proteins2'. Protein inisfolding 
can arise as a consequence of stress-induced denaturation, destabiliz- 
ing rnissense mutations or lack of oligomeric assembly partners. To 
examine how cytosolic quality control proceeds in these different 
scenarios, we chose a panel of model sulbstrates corresponding to 
each case (Fig. 1) and compared their fate to that of model amyloido- 
genic proteins (Fig. 2). Our findings show that the quality control 
machinely partitions inisfolded proteins, on  the basis of their 

' ~ e ~ a r t m e n t  of Biology and BioX Program, Stanford University, Stanford, California 9431: 

ubiquitination state and solubility, among two distinct quality control 
compartments. Interestingly, amyloidogenic proteins are preferen- 
tially sorted to only one of these compartments. These distinct quality 
control compartments may represent two cellular strategies for the 
sequestration of aggregation prone, potentially toxic polypeptides. 

Two compartments for misfolded cytosolic proteins 
To determine the fate of cytosolic misfolded substrates, we initially 
followed a destabilized Ubc9 variant that misfolds above 30 "C (refs 
23,24; Fig. la). UbcgtS, fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP) to 
facilitate detection (GFP-Ubcg6), was expressed under the control of 
a galactose-regulated promoter. Glucose addition repressed expres- 
sion, allowing us to follow the fate of G F P - U ~ C ~ ~ " ~ O ~ I  the earliest 
stages of protein misfolding after shift to 37 O C  (Fig. la). At permis- 
sive temperatures, G E P - U ~ C ~ ' ~  was native and diffuse, similar to 
wild-type GFP-Ubc9 (Fig. lb, 0 nlin, compare with wild type panel 
120 n~in) .  GFP-Ub~9~hisfolding led to degradation by the ubiqui- 
tin-proteasome pathway, as reported for untagged Ubc9" (Fig. lb, 
compare 5 min and 60 inin; and Fig. Id, left During degra- 
dation we observed transient accuinulation of U l ~ c 9 ~ V n  distinct 
cytosolic puncta and incl~~sions that were eventually cleared (for 
example, Fig. lb, 30 inin and Fig. lc). Most cells contained a j~wta- 
nuclear inclusion as well as smaller puncta throughout the cytosol, 
whereas some cells contained only the juxtanuclear inclusion (Fig. 
Ib, c). hnpairnlent of proteasome-mediated degradation either in 
cir7z3-1 cells or by treatment with the proteasome inhibitor MG132 
stabilized GFP-Ubcg& and led to its reproducible accun~ulation in 
two distinct inclusions in  virtually evely cell (Fig. lb, 60min and 
120 inin and Supple~nentaiy Fig. la). At early time points after mis- 
folding in proteason~e-defective cells, GFP-Ub~9~~ccumulated in 
structures resembling those observed during degradation in control 
cells (Fig lb, compare 15 min and 30 inin). Quantification indicated 
that the juxtanuclear inclusion formed first, closely followed by cyto- 
solic puncta (Fig. lc). However, at later incubation times at 37 "C the 
juxtanuclear inclusion remained, but the puncta were no longer 
observed. Instead, a second large perivacuolar incl~~sion was now 
formed at the periphery of the cell (Fig. lb, c). Once formed, both 

15, USA. 
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LETTERS 

Self-destructive cooperation mediated by 
phenotypic noise 
Martin ~ckermann', Barbel stecher2, Nikki E.  reed" Pascal songhet2, Wolf-Dietrich ~ a r d t ~  & Michael ~ o e b e l i ~  

In many biological examples of cooperation, individuals that 
cooperate cannot benefit from the resulting public good. This is 
especially clear in cases of self-destructive cooperation, yhere 
individuals die when helping others. If self-destructive coopera- 
tion is genetically encoded, these genes can only be maintained if 
they are expressed bv iust a fra- whereas the 
other fraction benefits from the public good. One mechanism that 
can mediate this differentiation into two phenotypically different 
sub-populations is phenotypic noise','. Here we show that noisy 
expression of self-destructive cooperation can evolve if individuals 
that have a higher probability for self-destruction have, on aver-, 
age, accesstoarger public ~ o o d u h i s  situation, which we refer to 
as assortment, can arise if the environment is spatially structured. 

I These results provide a p  
phenotypic noise in bacterial pathogenesis: it might~promote the 
formation of cooperative sub-populations that die while preparin~ 
the ground for a successful infection. We show experimentally that 
this model captures essential features of Salmonella typkimzrrium 
pathogenesis. We conclude that noisily expressed self-destructive 
cooperative actions can evolve under conditions of assortment, 
that self-destructive cooperation is a plausible biological function 
of phenotypic noise, and that self-destructive cooperation 
mediated by phenotypic noise could be important in. bacterial 
pathogenesis. 

Recent experimental work demonstrated that genetically identical 
organisms living in the same environment sl~ow surprisingly high 
levels of variation in phenotypic traits's2, and solnetilnes even switch 
between distinct vl~enotwic states3. Stocllastic cellular nrocesses are , . 
one source of such phenotypic noise. The level of phenotypic noise is 
subject to lnutational change, and can thus evolve. This raises the 
question whether natural selection always acts towards nlininlizing 
phenotypic noise, or whether there are cases in wl~icll genotypes that 
encode variable phenotypes are favoured by selection. In the existing 
theory4", the most prominent adaptive explanation for phenotypic 
noise is bet-hedging, according to which the stochastic expression of 
alternative phenotypes allows a genotype to survive changes in 
external conditions and thus to persist in fluctuating environments. 

Here we focus on a fundan~e~ta l l~  different adaptive explanation 
for pl~enotypic noise: self-destructive cooperation. In this scenario, 
the individuals that survive and form a successful lineage all.express 
the same phenotype. Individuals that express an alternative pllenotype 
do exist, but they do not contribute to future generations; instead, they 
die while contributing to a p~~bl ic  good that benefits others. There are 
many examples of cooperative acts that prevent reproduction or suq- 
vival of the actor, ranging from non-reproductive workers in mam- 
mals and insects to unicellular bacteria that lyse when releasing 
chemical substances that benefit others. Imnpol-tantly, genotypes that 
have tlle propensity to express self-destructive cooperation can only 

'Institute of Integrative Biology, ETH Zurich, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland. 'institute of Microbi~ 
Mathematics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver BC V6T 124, Canada. 

persist if the expression is limited to a fraction of the individuals 
carrying the genotype, whereas another fraction does not express 
the cooperative behaviour and benefits from the public good pro- 
duced. Sometimes, this differentiation into two fractions is mediated 
by signals. In other examples, notably in nlicroorganisms, there seems 
to be no signal. In these cases, phenotypic noise could promote the 
differentiation required for self-destructive cooperation to persist. 

We investigated the evolutionary dynamics of a self-destructive 
cooperative act that contributes to the generation of a public good 
and that is expressed in a stochastic manner. In general, cooperation 
can evolve if cooperative individuals benefit from cooperative acts of 
others more often than non-cooperative individuals7-a situation 
referred to as assortment. We used a simple model to quantify the 
level of assortment as a function of the external conditions, and to 
calculate how selection on the probability to express self-destructive 
cooperation depends on the level of assortment, as well as on the 
amount of public good generated by cooperative acts. 

The model is based on the public goods game and assumes that 
there are two strategies: cooperate (C) and defect (D). C sacrifices 
itselfwith probability q, and only if it sacrifices itself, it contributes an 
amount b to the public good. The decision between sacrificing and 
not sacrificing is a chance outcome resulting from phenotypic bi- 
stability; every cooperator malces this decision independently of the 
environment or of the decisions of other individuals. D never con- 
tributes to the public good. The game is played in interaction groups 
of N players. In general, if there are k cooperators among the N 
members of an interaction group, tlle total amount of the public 
good produced in tllat group is lcqb. The total amount of the public 
good is available to each surviving player in the interaction group (an 
alternative scenario where the public good is divided among the 
surviving players gives very similar results). We assume that, in addi- 
tion to the public good, all players also receive a non-zero baseline 
payoff w. 

Consider first the payoff to a focal C player in a given interaction 
group. Because the focal C is one of the lc cooperators, its social 
environment consists of k -  1 cooperators and N- k defectors. 
The focal C gets no payoff from the defectors, but if it survives it 
receives the benefit b with a probability q from each of the other k - 1 
cooperators, as well as the baseline payoff w. The probabilitytllat tlle 
focal C does not sacrifice itselfis I - q, and hence the expected payoff 
to C in the given interaction group is: 

The social environment of a focal D in the given interaction group 
consists of k cooperators and N- k - 1 defectors, and its expected 
payoff is: 

ology. ETH Z~rich, 8093 Zurich, Switzer and. %epartment of Zoology and Department of 
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LETTERS 

Correlation between nanosecond x-ray flashes and 
stick-slip friction in peeling tape 
Carlos G. carnaral*, Juan V. ~scobar", Jonathan R. ~ i r d ' h  Seth J. putterman" 

Relative motion between two contacting surfaces can produce in peeling tape, we employed efficient high-speed X-ray detection 
visible light, called triboluminescence'. This concentration of dif- eq~lipinent. Our measurements indicated that the scintillations in 
fuse mechanical energy into electromametic radiation has pre- ", " 

viously been observed to extend even to X-ray energies2. Here 
we report that peeling common adhesive tape in a mode- . . vacuum produces radio ma vlslble along with nano- 
t 

second, 1uu-mW X-ray pulses that are correlated with stick-slin 
' 

beelin -served 15-keV peak in X-ray energy, as,' give a competing picture of the discharge pro- 
cess, with the lengih of the between the separating faces of the 
tape being 30 or 300 pm at the moment of emission. The intensity 
of X-ray triboluminescence allowed us to use it as a source for 
X-ray imaging. The limits on energies and flash widths that can 
be achieved are beyond current theories of tribology. 

When a continuous medium is driven far from equilibrium, non- 
linear processes can lead to strong concentrations in the energy den- 
sity. Sonoluminescence7 provides an example in which acoustic 
energy concentrates by 12 orders of magnitude to generate subnano- 
second flashes of ultraviolet radiation. Charge separation at contact- 
ing surfacesx~Vs another example of a process that funnels diffuse 
mechanical energy into high-energy emission. Lightningia, for 
instance, has been shown to generate X-rays with energies of more 
than 10 keV (ref. 11). Although triboelectrification is iinpoi-tant in 
many natural and industrial its physical explana~ion is still 
debatedi0.l2. 

By peeling pressure-sensitive adhesive tape one realizes an every- 
day example of tribocharging and triboluminescence': the emission 
of visible light. Tape provides a particularly interesting exanlple of 
these phenoinena because it has been claimed that the fundamental 
energy that holds tape to a surface is provided by the van der Waals 
interactioi~'~. This energy-the weakest in cl~einistry-is almost 100- 
fold sinaller than the energy required for generating a visible photon, 
yet, as demonstrated in 1939 (ref. 3), light emission from peeling tape 
can be seen with the unaided eye. That even more energetic processes 
were at play had already been suggested in 1930 (ref. 14); it was 
obseived that when mica is split under vacuum "the glass of the vessel 
fluoresces like an X-ray bulb". This insight led to the discovery in 
1953 (ref. 2) that peeling tape is a source of X-rays. The siin~~ltaneous 
emission of visible and X-ray photons from peeling tape is shown in 
Fig. la, in which the blue glow is due to a scintillator responsive to 
X-ray energies and the red patch near the peel point is neon- 
enhanced triboluminescence3. Figure lb  shows that when the 
vacuum pressure is torr the high-energy emission is so strong 
that the photo is illuminated entirely with scintillations. 

Motivated by these photos, we interpret triboluminescencei, a phe- 
nomenon known for centuries, as being part of an energy-density- 
focusing process that can extend four orders of magnitxde beyond 
visible light to X-ray photons. To learn about the processes occurring 

2 Rotation 

X-ray detector 

Figure 1 I Apparatus for studying high-energy emission from peeling tape. 
a, Photograph of the sinlultaneous emission of tribolum~iescence (red line) 
and scintillations of a phosphor screen sensitive to electron impacts with 
energies in excess of 500 eV (under neon at a pressure of 150 mto~r).  
b, Photograph of the apparatus (under a pressure of torr) illuminated 
entirely by scintillations. c, Diagram of the apparatus used to measure 
peeling force; SS, spring steel (Methods). 

'~epartment of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90095, USA. 
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A genetic timer through noise-induced 
stabilization of an unstable state 
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Stochastic fluctuations affect the dynamics of biological systems. more, because of the limited number of examples of noise- 
Typically, such noise causes perturbations that can permit genetic induced stabilization, it is uilclear if and what different mecha- 
circuits to  escape stable states, triggering, for example, phenotypic nisms can support this counterintuitive phenomenon. 
switching. In contrast, studies have shown that noise can surprisingly The address the questioils raised above, we have investigated a 
also generate new states, which exist solely in the presence of prototypical two-component activator-repressorgeneticcirc~~it as a 
fluctuations. In those instances noise is supplied externally t o  the model system (Fig. 1A). This circuit comprises a promoter (P,) that 
dynamical system. Here, we present a mechanism in which noise expresses a transcription factor (A) that call activate both its own 
intrinsic to  a simple genetic circuit effectively stabilizes a determin- proilloter (P,) and the proinoter of a repressor (P,). The repressor 
istically unstable state. Furthermore, this noise-induced stabilization protein (R) call inhibit the activity of the transcription factor (A) by 
represents a unique mechanism for a timer. Specifically, we targeting it for degradation. The autoregulation of the activator 
analyzed the effect of noise intrinsicto a prototypical two-component forms a positive feedback loop, whereas the activation of the 
gene-circuit architecture composed of interacting positive and nega- repressor ( R )  and the consecutive inhibition of the activator n101- 
tive feedback loops. Genetic circuits with this topology are common ecule (A)  by the repressor (R) establish a net negative feedback 
in biology and typically regulate cell cycles and circadian clocks. These loop. Expression of activator and repressor transcriptioll fact0l.s is 
systems can undergo a variety of bifurcations in response to param- thus synchronized where A and R can both be either high or low. 
eter changes. Simulations show that near one such bifurcation, noise T ~ u s ,  this SyStenl constituta5 a simple genetic circuit with interacting 
induces oscillations around an unstable spiral point and thus effec- positive and negative feedback loops. 
tively stabilizes this unstable fixed point. B~~~~~~ ofthe periodicity of genetic circuits that are composed of such interacting 
these oscillations, the lifetime of the noise-dependent stabilization positive and negative feedback loops typically SLlpport various 
exhibits a polymodal distribution with multiple, well defined, and nonlinear dynamic behaviors (29). In particular, this circuit topol- 
regularly spaced peaks. Therefore, the noise-induce~ stabilization ogy is corninon among genetic oscillators, such as cell cycle and 

presented here a minimal mechanism for a genetic circuit circadial1 clocks (30-35). Additionally, transient cellular processes 

to function as a timer that could be used in the engineering of such as cell membrane polarization in neurons (34), yeast (37), and 

synthetic circuits. differentiation in bacteria (17,15,20) are also controlled by genetic 
circuits that are similar in architecture. Therefore, understanding 

bifurcation I dynamics I circuit I stochastic I quantized cycle how noise influences the dynamics of genetic circuits with this 
shared topology will be of general relevance to a wide range of 
cellular processes. Furthermore, a mechanistic understanding of S toclxistic fliictuations in gene expression and protein concen- tile effects of lloise on this simple circLlt could guide the engineer- 

trations are a natural by-product of biochemical reactions ill ing of syntlletic with llonlinear dynalnical behavior. 
cells. Properties of this biochelnical noise within genetic circuits,  hi^ iwestigation of the prototypical activator-inhibitor circuit 
such as their anlplitude, distribution, and propagation, have been described above shows that intrinsic noise is able to effectively 
extensively cl~aracterized (1-9). Additionally, theoretical and ex- stabilize an state via a mecIlanism distinct and mucll 
periinental studies have established that such noise can induce simp~,er thall tllose proposed to date, ~ ~ l ~ ~ ,  we results that 
stocha~tic switching between distinct and stable phenotypic States denlollstrate that intrinsic noise sta13ilizes an unstable fived point 
(5, 10-23). Noise within genetic circuits is therefore thought to that already exists deterministically. Specifically, when an ~l~lstable 
contribute to phenotypic heterogeneity in genetically identical spiral point coexists wit11 a secolld stable state f r~ l l l  it is 
ccllular populations. It has also recelltly been sh0wll experinlelltally separated by a sacjdle the pllase-space topology is such that 
that noise can trigger cellular differentiation in fruit flies and stocllastic fluctuatiolls are slble to induce stochastic oscillations (35) 
bacteria (14,17,18,24). Together, these studies establish that noise aroulld the unstable spiral. These oscil]atiolls ill turll lead to 
can play an active f i l l l~ t i~ l la~  role ill cell~llar processes by effectively increased dwell tilnes in the regioll of space around the ~lnstable 
destabilizing and thus inducing escape frolll stable phenotypic fixecl point, and therefore to its effective stabilization. We relnark 
states. that, in our case, the effect is caused by standard intrillsic noise and 

Besides its con~mon role in destabilizing stable states, noise does not require an exter~lal noise source. 
can also have the more counterintuitive effect of generating new Interestingly, this stabilization mechallisin based on noise- 
stable states that do not exist in the absence of fluctuations (25). induced oscillatio~ls around the unstable state also restricts the time 
111 particular, noise-induced bistability has been reported theo- window during which switching from the unstable high-expression 
retically (26,27) and experimentally (2). In those situations, one i 

of the two stable s o l ~ ~ t i o ~ l  branches is usually present irrespective 
of fluctuations, wllercas the second one is purely induced by Author contributions: J.G.-0. and G.M.S. designed research; M.T. and J.G.-0. performed 

noise (28). ~h~ appearance of sucll noise-incluced branches of research; M.T., J.G.-O., and G.M.S. analyzed data; and J.G.-0. and G.M.S. wrotethe paper. 

solutions requires particular nonlinearities in the underlying The authOrsdec'are no 'Onflict Of interest. 

equations, and frequently an extrinsic noise source. It  is thus of ThiSaflicle isa pNAs Direct Submission. 

interest to establish mechanisms through which noise-induced Freely available online through the PNAS open access option. 

stal>ilization can be caused by noise that is illtrillsic to the §To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: gurol.suel9utsouthwertern.edu. 
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Fig. 4. Determining functional interactions among 
kinases and substrates in the I N K  network. Hier- 
archical clustering of average dJUN-FRET Z scores 
after inhibition by RNAi of components in the I N K  
phosphorylation network in unmodified (KP), as 
well as in backgrounds deficient in ERK, hippo, MLK, 
or puc. Functional interactions are defined by the 
detection of an epistatic interaction between kinase 
and substrate (white boxes) or when the average Z 
scores of kinases and substrate dsRNAs across all 
sensitized screens cluster together with a cluster 
distance metric (an average of uncentered Pearson 
correlation coefficients) greater than 0.67 (shaded 
boxes). For example, whereas typically ERK acts as a 
I N K  suppressor, ERK RNAi in MLK-deficient 
background (asterisk) leads to a notable decrease 
in dJUN-FRET reporter activity, which suggests that 
the ERIC can act upstream of I N K  via predicted 
phosphorylation of MLK and ]NICK. Alternatively, 
GSK3 is predicted to target MLK, INKK, and Dlgl, 
but only Z scores for GSK3, MLK, or J N K K  dsRNAs 
cluster across screens, which suggests that GSK3- 
mediated phosphorylation of MLK and JNKK,  but 
not Dlgl, is functionally relevant to I N K  signaling. 
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Higher-Order Cellular 
Information Processing with 
Synthetic RNA Devices 
Maung Nyan Win and Christina D. Smolke* 

The engineering of biological systems is anticipated to provide effective solutions to challenges 
that include energy and food production, environmental quality, and health and medicine. Our 
ability to transmit information to and from living systems, and to process and act on information 
inside cells, is critical to advancing the scale and complexity at which we can engineer, manipulate, 
and probe biological systems. We developed a general approach for assembling RNA devices that can 
execute higher-order cellular information processing operations from standard components. The 
engineered devices can function as logic gates (AND, NOR, NAND, or OR gates) and signal filters, 
and exhibit cooperativity. RNA devices process and transmit molecular inputs to targeted protein 
outputs, linking computation to gene expression and thus the potential to control cellular function. 

G enetically encoded technologies that per- ample, genetic logic gates that process and trans- 
form info~lnation processing, communi- late mnultil~le molecular inputs into prescribed 
cation, and control ol~e~ations are needed amounts of signaling through new molecular ont- 

to producc new cellular funclions from Ulc di- puts would enable the integration of diverse en- 
vclse molecular infolinalion encodcd in Ule var- vironlnental and int~acellular signals to a smaller 
ious properties of small molecules, proteins, and number of phcnol~ic  responses. Basic opcralions 
RNA prescnt within biological systcms. For cx- such as signal filtering, a~nplification, and restom- 

tion would also enable expanded manipulation of 

converl molecular inputs lo regulated l~anscrip- 
tional events (1-4). Intonnation processing sys- 
tems that pel-fot~n co~nputation on small-molecule 
and nucleic acid inputs can be constructed from 
nucleic acid components (5-11). RNA-based sys- 
tems can proccss single inputs to regulated gene 
expression events (12,13) and integrate multiple 
regulatory RNAs for combinatoiial gcnc regu- 
lation (14, 15). We sought to combine the rich 
capability of nucleic acids for pel-forming infor- 
mation processing, transduction, and control op- 
erations with the design advantages expected 
from the relative ease by which RNA structures 
can be modeled and designed (Id, 17). 

We ptuposed a frmnewo~k for Ule conshx~ction 
of single inpul-single output RNA deviccs (18) 
based on the assembly of kee functional compo- 
nents: a sensor componenl, made of an RNA 
aptamer (19); an actuator colnponenc made of a 
hammerhead ribozyme (20); and a transmitter 
component, made of a sequence that co~iples the 
sensor and actuator components. The resulting 
devices distribute between two plimmy confomla- 
tioas: one in which the input cannot bind the sensor, 
and he  otlrcr in which tlre inpul can bind the sensor 
as a result of competitive lryb~idization events 
within thc tmnsmnittcr component. Input binding 

Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, California 
~nolecular infonnation through cellular networks. shifts tlre distribution to hvor tlre input-bound 

of Technology, 1200 East California Boulevard, Moleculas infonnation processing systems confolmation as a hnction of increasing input 
MC 210-41, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA. have been constructed that perform computation concentration and is translated to a change in the 
*TO whom correspondence should be addressed, ~ - ~ ~ i l :  with biological substrates. For example, protein- activity of the ach~itor, where a "dJozyme-active" 
smolke@cheme.caltech.edu based systems can perfonn logic operations to state ~cs~dts in selfcleavage of the ribozyrne (21). 
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Our results test the hypothesis that variation 
in gene expression is dictated by regulatory re- 
gions, extending recent studies of expression by 
q~lantitative trait-loci mapping and comparative 
cxplession studies that have been confincd lo 
closely related species (26-30). The apparent ab- 
sence of overt trans influences could be explained 
by Llle modest amount of human DNA provided 
by a single copy of human chro~nosome 21 when 
co~npared with the complete mouse genome, as 
well as the absence of liver-specific transclip- 
tional regulators on ch~~omosome 21. The ex- 
tent to which protcin coding and cis-regulatory 
mutations cont~ibute to changes in morphology, 
physiology, and behavior is actively debated in 

[ evolutionary biology (3, 12, 13). Myriad points 
of control influence gene expression; however, it 
has also been an unresolved question as to which 
of these ~nechanis~ns has the most influence 
globally. Here, we show that each layer of 
t~anscriptional regulation within the adult hepa- 
tocyle, &om thc binding of liver master regulators 
and chromatin remodeli~lg co~nplexcs to the 
outpul of the lranscriptional machinery, is 
directcd primarily by DNA sequence. Although 
conselvation of motifs alone cannot predict 
transcliption factor binding, we show that within 
the genetic sequence there must be embedded 
adequate instructions to direct species-specific 
transcription. 
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Surface Sites for Engineering 
Allosteric Control in Proteins 
leeyeon ~ee, l*  Madhusudan ~atarajan,'* Vishal C. ~ashine,' Michael ~ocol ich ,~  Tina VO; 

William P. ~ u s s , ~  Stephen 1. ~enkovic,' Rama Ranganathan2t 

Statistical analyses of protein families reveal networks of coevolving amino acids that functionally 
l ink  distantly positioned functional surfaces. Such linkages suggest a concept for engineering 
allosteric control into proteins: The intramolecular networks of two proteins could be joined across 
their surface sites such that the activity of one protein might control the activity of the other. 
We tested this idea by creating PAS-DHFR, a designed chimeric protein that connects a 
light-sensing signaling domain from a plant member of the PerIArnVSim (PAS) family of proteins 
with Escherichia coli dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR). With no optimization, PAS-DHFR exhibited 
light-dependent catalytic activity that depended on the site of connection and on known signaling 
mechanisms in both proteins. PAS-DHFR serves as a proof of concept for engineering regulatory 
activities into proteins through interface design at conserved allosteric sites. 

P roteins typically adopt well-packed three- 
dimensional structures in which amino 
acids are engaged in a dense network of 

contacls (1, 2). This emnphasizes the energetic 
importance of local intclactions, but protein 
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function also depends on nonlocal, long-range 
corntnunication between amino acids. For exam- 
ple, information tra~ismission between distant 
fimctional su~faces on signaling proteins (3), the 
distributed dvnamics of atnino acids involved in 
enzyme catalysis (4-6), and allosteric regulation 
in va~ious proteins (7) all represent manifesta- 
tions of nonlocal interactions between residues. 
To Ule extcnt that thcse featuses contribute to 
defining biological propelties of protein lineages, 
we expect that the underlying lnechanisms 
represent conserved rather than idiosyncratic 
features in protein families. 
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& On the basis of this conjectuse, methods such .G 
as statistical coupling a~~alysis (SCA) quantik- 
lively examine the long-tenn colrelaled evolution 2 
of amino acids in aprotein fa~nily-th statistical $ 
signature of functional constraints asising from E 
conserved comrnunication between positions 
(8, 9). This approach has identified sparse but u 
physically connected networks of coevolving $ 
amino acids in the core of proteins (8-12). The 
connectivily of these networks is remarl<ablc, 

- 
5 given that a small &action of total residues are 

involved and that no tertiary structural infor- 
Ination is uscd in thcir identification. Empirical 
observation in seve~al protein families shows that 
these networl<s connect the main functional site 
with distantly positioned secondary sites, en- 
abling predictions of allosteric surfaces at which 
binding of regulatory molecules (or covalent 
mnodifications) might control protein fimction. 
Bolh literature studics and forward expcrimnenk- 
tion in specitic model syste~ns confirm these 
predictions (8-12). Thus, techniques such as 
SCA may provide a general tool for con~puta- 
tional prediction of conse~ved allosteric su~faces. 

The finding that ce~tairi su~face sites might be 
statistical "hotspots" for functional intelaction 
with activc sites suggests an idea for engineering 
new regulato~y mecha~~isrns into protcins. What 
if two proteins were joined at surfacc sites such 
that tl~eir slatistically cosselated networks were 
juxtaposed and could fonn functional intemc- 
tions (Fig. IA)? If the connection sites are 
functionally linked to their respective active sites 
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crawl on FN along the blastocoel roof (31), and 
,fill controls migation of mnyocardial progenitors 
toward the midline (26, 32+a proccss that also 
rcquircs another chemokine, upelin (33, 34). 
Howevcr, gut defects have genemlly becn in- 
terpreted as seconda~y to defects in mesodenn 
migation. Tn contrast, our studies reveal an earlier 
requirement for ECM-integrin interactions di- 
rectly in endodenn migration. 

We have shown that endodenn migation 
toward the anterior is genetically sepiuable liom 
other gasbulation inove~nents (35). we propose that 
chemolcine-dependent expression of integin tethcrs 
the endodenn to the mesodernl, and that loss of this 
tether ~ e l w e s  the endodenn to move anteriorly 
(Fig. 4); a secondary tmult is viscera bifida, because 
endode~n~al cells on either side [presumably 
containing ol-gan progenitors (8)] have farther to 
converge dorsally and do not reach the midline in 
time to hse. Viscera bifida-like syndromes in 
humans, including intestinal cysts and ectopic 
pancreatic or liver tissue, are relatively colnlnon 
end are not associated with spina bifida (ecloderm) 
(34, and dcfects in the CXCL12-CXCR4 signaling 
pathway may be an underlying cause. 

For zebrafish endodermal cells, regulation of 
migration by controlling adhesion reconciles the 
~ccent obsetvation that involuted endodetmal cells 
initiallv move via a "random walk" rather than 

, the directed migration displayed by the meso- 
derm (37). Classically, chemokines are cyto- 

kines that induce che~notaxis in responding 
cells; CXCL12-CXCR4 interactions control 
homing of heinatopoietic stem cells to the bone 
marrow, as well as migration of germ cells, 
neuronal progenitors, and several metastatic can- 
cers (15-18, 27). In some of these cases, how- 
ever, there is evidence for a system more like the 
tether described here, whcre receptor-expressing 
cells are confined to a teuitoty defined by ligand- 
expressing cells. Thus, cheinokine-dependent 
changes in adhesion to the ECM may influence 
cell migration mtes and directionality in many 
developmental and disease contexts. 
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Molecular Architecture of the Deir~ococnrs groups (8). The downstream chro- 
mosomal organization in these organisms points 

II to the involveinent of stressosome orihologs in 

"Stressosome, a S i g na 1 1 nteg rati 0 n regt~ating aemtaxis, avariety oftwo-con~ponent 
signaling systems, and the biosynthesis of sec- 

and Transduction Hub ondary messenger signaling ~nolecules. Thus, the 
stressosome appears to have evolved to provide - -  
a colntnon solution to the problem oi? signal 

Jon ~arles- right,'* Tim   rant,'* Olivier Delurneau,'t Gijs van Duinen,'~ Susan 1. ~irbank,' inlgratioll, 
Peter 1. ~ e w i s , ~  James W. ~ u r r a y , ' ~  Joseph A. ~ewman,' Maureen B. ~uin, '  Paul R.  ace,' In Bacillrrs, the strcssosome is a -1.8 MD 
Alexis ~ohou,' Willem ~ichelaar, '~~ Marin van ~eel,'n Richard 1. ~ewis'l supralnolecular complex comprising tnultiple 

A commonly used strategy by microorganisms to survive multiple stresses involves a signal 
transduction cascade that increases the expression of stress-responsive genes. Stress signals can be 
integrated by a multiprotein signaling hub that responds to various signals to effect a single outcome. 
We obtained a medium-resolution cryo-electron microscopy reconstruction of the 1.8-megadalton 
"stressosome" from Bacillus subtilis. Fitting known crystal structures of components into this 
reconstruction gave a pseudoatomic structure, which had a virus capsid-like core with sensory 
extensions. We suggest that the different sensory extensions respond to different signals, whereas the 
conserved domains in the core integrate the varied signals. The architecture of the stressosome provides 
the potential for cooperativity, suggesting that the response could be tuned dependent on the 
magnitude of chemophysical insult. 

M icroorganisms experiencing a flucluat- 
ing environment com~nonly exhibit a 
short-lived, revcrsible responsc that al- 

lows survival and rccovery of the cell (I). In Cfla~n- 
positive bacteria such as Bacillzls szcbtilis, one 
such signaling cascade ultimately leads to the 
activation of the general stress sigma factor, oB 
(tig. Sl), and enhanced tsanscription of its large 
regulon to provide a global response to the im- 

posed stress (2,3). The stressosome is the signal- 
ing hub that integrates multiple physical stress 
signals (4-7) and orchesl~ates a single signaling 
oulcome: the activation of#. Tl~e stressosomc is 
found in many microbial phyla, including rep- 
resentatives of the Methanomnicsobiales branch of 
the Euryarcl~aea and, within Bacteria, the Pro- 
teobacteria, the Finnicutes, the Actinobacteria, 
the Cyanobacteria, and the Bucte~.oides and 

copies of the regulator of sigma B proteik: 
RsbS, RsbR, and four par'logs of RsbR (7,9-13). 
The C-tetminal domain of RsbR and its paralogs 
is conserved and is siinilas in sequence to RsbS. 
By contrast, the N-iet~ninal domains of the RsbR 
paralogs show high sequence variability, suggest- 
ing that they function as sensors, whercas the 
C-let~ninal do~nains integrate the vatious signals. 
A third protein, RsbT, interacts with RsbR:RsbS 
complexes (9) to t~ansmit integrated envimn- 
mental signals into the oB activation pathway. 
The ability of stressosomes to integrate ~nultiple 
inputs to effect a single output represents a de- 
partuse f?om the Inore common one- and two- 
component signaling systems in prokalyotes 
(14). These systems typically converl a single 
signal into a single outcome, usually tile tran- 
scriptiot~al inodulation of small reg~llons in re- 
sl~onse to specific metabolic changes (15). The 
activity of the stsessosome can be reconstituted 
both in vitro and in vivo by coinplexes consisting 
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